
Worlds Plot 611 

Chapter 611: 12.13 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Back to the past. 

Ye Yuyan didn’t think twice when he heard the question System Yue had asked of him. He agreed right 

away before System Yue explained things to him. Seeing that his partner System Yang had just activated 

the Time Scroll he agreed to speak of the conditions once they returned back to the past. He only helped 

and protected the original Ye Yuyan’s soul before their regression happens. 

The whole world was covered with light for just a split second but no one knew that at that moment the 

world had spun counterclockwise a few times as the time reversed. It returned to the timeline from 3 

years ago. 

— 

At the most luxurious hotel in the city... 

The interior design and furniture inside the hotel are all top-class. This includes the service and staff 

working at the place. This hotel is one of the largest hotels in the world and many of its customers were 

people from high-class families. In this hotel, anyone with enough money and influence would be able to 

do anything they wanted. 

There are lots of wealthy people or individuals enjoying the luxury the hotel could provide them. 

Unknown to them within this hotel is a dark case ongoing. International drug dealers are having private 

meetings in one of the VIP rooms at the hotel. Some foreigners were meeting some local aristocrats for 

the exchange of goods to happen. 

Some government divisions already knew about this. They’ve even thought that the said International 

drug dealers might have some connections with the red poppy and sent some agents and police to 

capture them. It just so happens that the agents and police were both doing undercover at that time. 

..... 

The two who were in the lead of each team happen to be both caught off guard and were drugged by a 

well-known love drug and locked up in a hotel room. After ordering their second in command for 

capture, the two who had fallen to the effects of drugs had to follow their instincts. It happens that both 

of them were the so-called fated mate that as long as one is in the vicinity no other alpha or omega 

would be able to attract them. It’s just that in their precious life they didn’t recognize each other as they 

were both wearing disguises. They were in the middle of the case after all. 

The two were in the middle of it when they both regressed. 

— 

[A/n: Warning! Slight Mature scenes ahead!] 

Pants and moans echoed in the room. 

Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan were startled, opening their eyes in the middle of mating. They did feel it right 

away as their soul just transmigrated. But since both are in the heat thanks to the drug they’ve suffered 

from it didn’t take a while before they could feel the heat building up in their bodies. 



Hei Yuhua’s thought when he got his reason, ‘H-Hot... So hot~ hmm... Is he inside me? It’s too big. I feel 

bloated.’ 

The tall man above him had lost reason due to drugs and pheromones. He keeps pounding into him 

aggressively and as if he wants to pierce through him. This was his first time and the worst experience 

he had in his life. He was in pain yet refreshed, panting and shouting. 

“Hurts... It hurts... Be gentle wuwuwu~ ... Gently~ ahh!” said Hei Yuhua in broken words. 

But the man above him couldn’t hear him. He instead increased his speed and force, almost 

overwhelming Hei Yuhua in pain and pleasure. Hei Yuhua’s face couldn’t help wrinkle in pain yet he had 

to bear it. His moans and pants were mixed with lust and suffering, tears uncontrollably stroll down his 

cheeks. In their previous life, he only begged once and didn’t do so anymore when he was ignored. At 

that time he thought that the alpha above him was ignoring him. But he learned through data that when 

the alpha is drugged and in heat, it would take a strong will to keep their reason awake. He knows that 

at this moment Ye Yuyan above him was overwhelmed by his instinct and he had to shout multiple times 

to get his attention. 

Hei Yuhua repeated his words. He was almost begging and even his voice turned hoarse but he kept 

trying to attract Ye Yuyan’s reason. It was at this moment that the future Ye Yuyan from the same 

original timeline as his returned to his body at this moment. When he woke up he heard a familiar voice 

ringing in his ears. He hears Hei Yuhua’s voice pleading. It was a bit sensual with his hoarse voice and 

rosy cheeks. 

It was only when Ye Yuyan’s reason came back that he halted his movements. He felt extremely 

uncomfortable stopping all of the sudden. He was in heat and was even drugged. But as a soul that had 

experienced agony and desperation for three years, his will had gotten stronger all this time. 

His instinct was asking him to devour the person under him. Take him, mark him, and make him his. But 

the tears of Hei Yuhua woke him up, he looked around the room and found his things. Within the 

scattered layers of clothes in the room, he found his swiss knife. 

He controlled his mental strength to make the knife fly towards him and without any hesitation he 

grabbed it with his bare hands, the sharp blade of the knife cut his palms without any hindrance. With 

the pain, his reason overwhelmed his lust. 

Blood spurts from the open wound tainting the bedsheet under him. He had also covered Hei Yuhua 

with a blanket before he grabbed the knife and most of his blood landed on the blanket and none on Hei 

Yuhua. 

Urgh~ 

At this moment, Hei Yuhua was stunned to the point he forgot all the pain and desires in his body. When 

he saw Ye Yuyan suddenly looking around their surroundings he knew that he could hear him and 

desperately asked him to wake up. But he had never expected this man to pull out a knife and wound 

himself just to forcefully wake him up. 

Ye Yuyan felt the pain in his hand instantly waking up completely. Though his body is hot to the point 

that it was unbearable. At the very least he got his intelligence overrides his sexual urges due to drugs 



and heat. Hei Yuhua’s scent is refreshing with a minty scent of lotus flowers while his is said to be the 

scent of sandalwood. Once their scents mix creating another scent that complements both fragrances. 

Even though his reason is back, he could feel his hardened member pressed and squeezed hard within 

that narrow and hot wet cavern. He couldn’t help but groan as he tried his best to pull out. 

Ye Yuyan’s thoughts, ‘Fuck! It feels amazing inside... I... I don’t want to pull out but must do so... 

Thankfully, I haven’t knotted inside yet or our first time would be considered rape. Those stupid drug 

dealers... I will make you pay as soon as I finish talking to my wife.’ 

After he fully pulled out his little brother, Ye Yuyan stood up in a hurry and grabbed a bathrobe, and 

covered himself with it. He ran to the bathroom and opened the warm water to fill the tub. He also 

started looking for his phone and called for his people and told them to send two doctors. One who 

could remove drugs or treat them, and another is an omega doctor for Hei Yuhua. He also told them to 

bring suppressants. 

After a while, he carried Hei Yuhua gently in his embrace, making the latter feel the same and 

comforted. Hei Yuhua’s heat was affected by Ye Yuyan’s since they are fated mates their compatibility is 

beyond 100 percent. They are perfectly suitable for each other. 

Hei Yuhua slightly trembles as the warm surroundings of his body made him extremely comfortable but 

Ye Yuyan thought otherwise and he thinks that he frightened his omega instead. 

Ye Yuyan coaxed, “Please, don’t be afraid. I just want to wash you before the doctor arrives.” He left him 

in the bathtub to clean up the room and look for his things, he should at least have basic medication in 

his clothes. 

Hei Yuhua remained silent as he let the man place him inside the bathtub with warm water. This water 

helps him relax his muscles and soothes his pain in that place. He knew that when this man had lost his 

reason he forcefully entered him, though he wasn’t injured in that place as omega could secrete liquid 

from that place during intercourse his hole must have been swelling badly. 

He was hugging his knees as he tried to endure the pain when the man who placed him in the bathtub 

returned holding a glass of water and tablets. His towering aura was obviously held back and this 

supposed to be proud alpha was willing to kneel down to his level as if fearing he would be afraid of 

him. 

Though this man’s expression is cold, the redness of his ears shows his real feelings. He knew that Ye 

Yuyan was more nervous than him as he thought he had hurt him badly just now. It was him after all 

who had lost control first due to the effects of drugs. Hei Yuhua’s eyes saw the bloodied bandages 

covering the man’s left hand. It seems that the cut he made before was so deep that the bleeding could 

not be stopped easily by just mere bandages. Moreover, as if he couldn’t feel the pain, he is much more 

worried about himself. 

Ye Yuyan spoke, he took one of the tablets he presented in front of Hei Yuhua and gave the other one to 

him. 

“This is a painkiller. I know I must have hurt you just now. Please bear with it, the doctor will come soon. 

Drink this first to ease the pain in t-there... Please call me once you finish washing.” said Ye Yuyan as this 



time the redness from his ears spread even to his cheek, looking so innocent and naive. He even averted 

his face and instantly ran out after Hei Yuhua received the tablet. 

Hei Yuhua couldn’t believe what he was seeing right now. He looked at the tablet in his hand and the 

back of that man who had just ran out. 

“Is this the Ye Yuyan who doesn’t hate me to death? I... I like him this way...” murmured Hei Yuhua as he 

drank the painkiller and washed. Only when he covered himself with the other bathrobe prepared for 

him and finished cleaning himself up that he called for Ye Yuyan. 

Ye Yuyan immediately comes over and places him back on the clean bed which was replaced by the 

room service Ye Yuyan called for. At this time though the drugs in their systems aren’t completely 

removed, Ye Yuyan ordered suppressants one for him, an alpha, and another for an omega like Hei 

Yuhua. 

Only Hei Yuhua lays on the bed covered by clean and soft sheets that Ye Yuyan specially ordered. He on 

the other hand had sat on the side couch of the bed. 

Ye Yuyan spoke, “I... I didn’t mark you so your heat wouldn’t subside just yet. Please take this 

suppressant for now. The doctor would arrive soon. Even so... Since this happened I would take 

responsibility for what happened here. I am willing to marry you if you wish. If you don’t wish to get 

married yet getting engaged secretly is also fine.” 

Trembling badly, Hei Yuhua was shocked to hear that Ye Yuyan is willing to marry him. In his past life, 

that was his other dream aside from having his own family. But who is Ye Yuyan, he is the sole heir to 

the seat of the Prime Minister, as well as the youngest prosecutor in history. He is also a rare type of 

Alpha that exists, one among ten million people. A dominant alpha that stood above all alpha. The 

strongest and most influential alpha in the country. His marriage can only be decided by the country or 

the prime minister himself. 

Ye Yuyan keeps saying, “Don’t worry, I know you can’t reveal your identity. I am a special agent from the 

government. Though I might be working as a prosecutor right now, I at least knew the vow of secrecy 

the agents of our country made. I will make sure no one would know what happened tonight and leave 

it to me. The ones coming over are my people. They wouldn’t say a thing. There is also no need for you 

to worry. I will handle everything.” nov𝑒𝒍𝚞𝐒𝑏\𝒸\o\𝓜 

At this moment, Ye Yuyan had longed to remove the disguise on his face to show his sincerity to Hei 

Yuhua. But this just made the latter even more uncomfortable. Who would dream that all he wished 

from his previous life would be laid down before him for free this time? Plus, this time they even failed 

to complete the mating and he hadn’t received any mark from Ye Yuyan yet this man is willing to take 

responsibility for him who is nothing but an ordinary agent and an orphan with no backings. Hei Yuhua 

felt he didn’t deserve any of this right now. 

Hei Yuhua was about to decline but was stopped by Ye Yuyan who held his hand and kneeled beside the 

bed. He watches the man kiss his hand and look at him tenderly. 

“W-What are you doing? Please let go.!” said Hei Yuhua with a shaky voice. 



Ye Yuyan spoke, “Based on your reaction you must have recognized me. But I vow to the heavens 

regardless of what happens in the future, to you whom I had chosen myself as my mate would be 

protected by me regardless of anything. When I said I would take responsibility, I was serious. I will 

marry you if you don’t want to get married. Being engaged is also fine. Since you are an agent, I am also 

willing to return to my former job just so I would be able to stay by your side. Just please don’t push me 

away. Please give me the opportunity to protect you, love you, and keep you safe from harm.” 

“I vowed to the heavens that I, Ye Yuyan, would never hurt you (again) no matter what in this lifetime,” 

said Ye Yuyan. 

The sudden vow rendered Hei Yuhua speechless and dumbfounded. 

Hei Yuhua’s thoughts, ‘Since when this stone-faced man became this cringed!’ 

But before Hei Yuhua could even react, the knocking on the door halted their conversation as Ye Yuyan 

had to check if the people who arrived were the ones they were waiting for. As expected, it was the 

confidant of Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua’s closest comrade. They were escorting two doctors that were 

called over by Ye Yuyan and the Intelligence Division who learned what happened had sent the closest 

friend and confidant of Hei Yuhua as well. 

Chapter 612: 12.14 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Ecstasy Flower 

Knock. Knock. Knock. 

Ye Yiyan didn’t show any surprised expression when he saw that man who acted as the contract killer 

but was an agent in their past life. This is also the same person who wanted to beat him up when he 

visited the Intelligence Division to see his daughter. Only to learn about Hei Yuhua’s identity as an agent. 

Ye Yuyan spoke, “You guys are here. Enter and close the door after everyone has gotten in.” 

Once he said these words and opened the door for them, he turned away and walked back inside to sit 

beside Hei Yuhua on the bed. He held Hei Yuhua’s hand in comfort while the doctor checked on them. 

The doctors especially the omega feel the oppressive aura coming from Ye Yuyan, it was an unconscious 

action from him. Of course, only the others could feel it but only Hei Yuhua was unaffected as for him Ye 

Yuyan’s pheromones give him comfort. 

Because Ye Yuyan is a Dominant Alpha, even alpha-like his subordinates felt the suppression of his 

pheromones. It was hard for them to breathe or move in his presence. The feeling of hard and big rock 

on their shoulders made them tremble and out of breath. 

The subordinate of Ye Yuyan named Lou Wei, walked toward his boss with trembling limbs. If an alpha 

could not even approach him, the alpha doctor and beta agent who came with them were having a hard 

time standing. 

Lou Wei spoke out and said, “B-Boss... Hold back your... Your pheromones... a bit. We can’t approach... 

you.” 

..... 

Ye Yuyan was already on the brink of insanity because of the effects of drugs. Seeing this Hei Yuhua used 

his pheromones to temporarily soothe his temper. The big hand holding his hand tightens as if bearing 



some pain in him. Hei Yuhua had to comfort Ye Yuyan and hold back his hands, even giving his cheeks 

and forehead some lingering and fleeting kisses. 

Hei Yuhua said as soon as he noticed Ye Yuyan’s pheromones softened. 

“Come over quick. Even though we had used suppressants it wasn’t that effective on him. He even 

resorts to self-injuries if you check his hands as well. I’m okay treating him first!” said Hei Yuhua. 

A menacing glare landed on the group of arrivals. 

A hoarse yet low voice which is almost a growl, “No! You treat him first!” said Ye Yuyan with reddish 

eyes, almost frightening the omega doctor to peeing his pants. 

Hei Yuhua had to soothe him as he covered his eyes to avoid the omega doctor about to check on him to 

faint. 

“Let’s get a check-up at the same time. Calm down. Calm down.” said Hei Yuhua gesturing for the 

doctors to approach them. 

The doctors looked warily at Office Lou and Agent Yun who brought them here. The two nod their 

heads. 

“We will protect you. Please check on them. Use the tools provided by the organization.” said Agent 

Yun. Office Lou also smiles at them providing them relief. 

The doctors, though hesitant, walked toward the bed and checked on their specific patients. The doctors 

had to check the blood of the two on the spot to provide the exact antidote for the drug they 

accidentally intake during the mission. As expected it was the love drug that was spreading in the 

underworld channel all over the world. 

Ecstasy Flower is a drug mixed with an aphrodisiac and pheromone enhancer which is both effective on 

alphas and omegas. The effect of these drugs is losing your reason for uncontrollable sexual urges if a 

suppressant is not provided on time. The one who had taken the drug would lose all rationally and 

would look for anyone to ease their desires until one died on the bed from overuse. It was highly 

addictive but thankfully the department of medicine had longed to research the antidote for it. 

The doctors had injected the antidotes into Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan. The medicine is the same but the 

dosage is different. For Ye Yuyan who drank more of the Ecstatic Flower, the effects on him are quite 

large while Hei Yuhua thankfully took only a few sips and the effects on him can be controlled by the 

antidote right away. 

As expected, the Alpha doctor had injected a sedative into Ye Yuyan and put him to temporary sleep 

while they did their best to solve the drug in his body. Hei Yuhua is already free to go but the hand 

holding on his was too tight. Unless Ye Yuyan wakes up no one would be able to split them up. 

The doctor’s check-up results were reported. But aside from Ye Yuyan who was put to sleep, the other 

three were tasked to listen to the results. 

The omega doctor spoke, “This Omega patient here had intake only a bit of ecstasy flower drug. His heat 

was affected and it caused the attraction between him and the police officer beside him. Thankfully, 

there is no other unusual effect on him except for swelling in that place. It resulted in a bit of fever 



which could be solved with medicines. The antidote is effective as well. After a week’s rest, your body 

should return to normal but...” 

“But...?” asked Agent Yun Jie. 

The omega doctor was hesitating as he peek at that scary alpha and the omega resting beside him. He 

looked at their intertwined fingers and decided to honestly confess his diagnosis. 

“It’s just that the compatibility between these two sirs here is too high. Even without marking, both 

would yearn for each other regardless of reason or constitution. With how affected the alpha is...” the 

omega doctor hesitated until the last moment. 

It was the alpha doctor who completed his words, “Unless sir omega here stays until all the love drug on 

Prosecutor Ye is removed, the latter would act insane if he doesn’t see you whenever he wakes up. Even 

though his will was strong enough to avoid harming you, the self-inflicted injuries were only a temporary 

measure. It does wish to harm you in its current state; it wouldn’t be surprising. The dosage of the drug 

in his body is thrice what is inside yours. He drank your drink for you, right? Else there is no way you 

would only have a few grams of love drug in your system.” 

Hei Yuhua remembered the scene of those bastards wanting to force him to drink only for Ye Yuyan to 

be a busy body and drank the wine for him. He instantly loses control in the end giving the men time to 

escape but in the middle of it, he suddenly awakens his reason as if he heard his words of pleas. 

Hei Yuhua nodded his head and said, “Yes, he drank one and a half glasses of wine with ecstasy flowers. 

He lost control at the beginning and suddenly woke up in the middle for some reason.” 

The doctors were shocked by what Hei Yuhua had explained to them. They knew that the officer losing 

his mind after drinking more than a glass of drugged wine is normal. But they didn’t expect the 

Prosecutor to wake up his reason in the middle of sex. That’s the time when their instinct is the highest 

due to the effects of the drug. But when they heard from Hei Yuhua how Ye Yuyan woke up to his 

reason and even inflicted pain on himself to keep his reason awake, they were amazed. This is the first 

person who was able to keep their reason after intaking ecstasy flower. 

Most people who took this drug lost their reason almost instantly after taking it they would act like a 

wild beast. Aggressive and perverse. They also see others who injure themselves trying to take back 

reason but instead of calming down, they become more aggressive instead but... This police officer took 

back his reason just but inflicting pain on him shows how strong his will and discipline on himself is. 

The doctors commented, 

“He is amazing... Did he undergo training for drug effects and build immunity for it?” 

“Impossible! Ecstasy Flower is a drug that can be hardly controlled by the antidote we have right now. 

Most of those who underwent this kind of training could hardly awaken their reason in the middle and 

had to stop the whole training itself.” 

“That’s why I said he is amazing. Is it because he is a dominant alpha or is it because the two of them are 

fated, mates?” 

“These findings are amazing! We should work on it further!” 



“Impossible! This officer here had quite a background. We can’t ask him to become our Guinea pig just 

to be able to solve the issue of the Ecstasy Flower.” 

“How about the omega?” 

“Stop it! Don’t you see how protective the Prosecutor is towards him? You’ll get yourself killed.” 

nov𝖾𝓁𝑢𝚜𝕓/𝔠\o\𝑚 

“Eh~ we really can’t do it~” 

“No. Stop you little lunatic.” 

The whole conversation between the two doctors is weird itself that the other police officer and agent 

inside the room pretended to have deaf ears towards them. Officer Lou Wei had no other choice but to 

send those doctors away first and make preparations to transfer his captain and his mate into another 

room. 

After Officer Lou Wei left, Agent Yun approached Agent Hei. The latter removes the disguise on his face 

as he looks at his confidant. 

Hei Yuhua asked, “What’s the result of the raid?” 

“Everyone is captured though... half of them were surrendered to the Police Division while our 

department kept those in the leader position,” answered Agent Yun Jie. 

Hei Yuhua stared at the hand held by Ye Yuyan who was sleeping beside him. No matter how many 

times he tried to pry the hands open it couldn’t be moved at all. He could only sigh helplessly. Agent Yun 

Jie watches them with a neutral expression on his face and doesn’t comment openly. 

Only when Hei Yuhua spoke to him did he reply. It can be said that Hei Yuhua is his superior in this case. 

“Any words from the director?” asked Hie Yuhua. 

Agent Yun opened his terminal and showed a document of temporary suspension with Hei Yuhua’s 

name. 

“Orders from above... As of this moment, Agent Hei from the Intelligence Division would be temporarily 

removed from the case of the Red Poppy Syndicate due to health reasons of his and his mate. Effective 

as soon as the document was given to the agent. All information about Agent Hei would be locked as 

confidential. You are entitled to take a vacation for one year before you resume your duties.” 

Hei Yuhua was stunned to hear he was suddenly given such a long vacation out of nowhere. In his 

previous life when he suddenly learned he was pregnant with Ye Huahua, he had to complete 3 death 

missions before he was allowed to take maternity leave for one year. But this time even before he learns 

whether he is pregnant or not, the people above suddenly give him a long vacation. Thinking of Ye 

Yuyan’s real identity, Hei Yuhua could somewhat guess that this man must be involved. 

His voice saying he would take responsibility appeared in his head. Hei Yuhua doesn’t know whether he 

should be angry or happy with this man deciding for him. 

Sigh~ 



Hei Yuhua saluted and said, “I agree to the suspension. Yun Jie cleaned up all the traces in this hotel and 

made sure to remove the memories of those who had seen me including police officers at the site.” 

“Affirmative, Sir,” responded Yun Jie. 

Hei Yuhua remembered that police officer named Lou Wei, he remembered seeing this man as Ye 

Yuyan’s direct subordinate and someone Ye Yuyan trusted as his confidant. 

“Spare that officer named Lou Wei. He is a special case like Prosecutor Ye. His background had a 

connection from above as well.” said Hei Yuhua. 

Yun Jie spoke, “I will listen to your orders. Please excuse me for now, sir. I have to report your current 

state to the director. Please rest well.” as he put on a disguise on his face before taking his leave. 

“Go ahead. Tell the director that I am alright,” said Hei Yuhua as he let Agent Yun Jie leave. 

On Agent Yun Jie’s way out he bumps into Officer Lou who looks at his new appearance with a smile 

before walking in as if he already knew his identity as an undercover agent. Yun Jie’s eyes narrowed for 

a moment as he walked away as if he has never seen this officer with an annoying smile. 

Yun Jie’s thoughts, ‘As expected, the men who serve the next seat of the Prime Minister’s house would 

know about the secrets of the Intelligence Division. He knew it was me at first sight. I heard rumors 

about our Director Wei being friends with the prime minister. This might not be rumors at all but facts.’ 

As soon as Agent Yun Jie left the room he disappeared within the hallway, none of the security cameras 

were able to record his figure as he moved into the shadows to clean up the rest of the scene. With this, 

he would be able to protect his leader’s identity and allow him to live a normal and ordinary life while 

resting. 

Chapter 613: 12.15 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: My daughter!? 

After Agent Yun Jie took his leave, Officer Lou Wei returned. He escorted the two doctors out of sight 

and made sure no one noticed the arrival of the two. The security camera was already all under his 

control before he even decided to meet his boss who was drugged during the operation. 

Once he returned inside the room, only Hei Yuhua was awake. Police officer Lou Wei greeted him 

respectfully as if treating him like Ye Yuyan. 

Officer Lou Wei spoke, “Please do rest for a while, Sir. We would transfer you to a more secure location 

after the captain had to wake up. Don’t worry I would be personally guarding the door for your safety.” 

Hei Yuhua was a bit on guard towards this officer. In his past life, it was this man who would mercilessly 

break his hands or legs as long as Ye Yuyan ordered him to. A loyal wolf who could smile in the face of 

death. Upon hearing his words, Hei Yuhua only nods his head once before laying back down on the bed. 

He is more comfortable staying beside Ye Yuyan instead of this person. 

Since he couldn’t escape anyway, he decided to put himself into sleep where he met System Yang who 

was hiding in his body protecting the soul of Lord Hei sleeping within his body. As he closed his eyes he 

was once again pulled into a pure dark room filled with stars. Only a piece of crystal-like ice with the 

sleeping figure of Hei Anjing exists in this world. A small sun was hovering around this ice crystal 

obviously guarding it. 



Only Hei Yuhua’s soul could enter this place. This is what System Yang called his soul Domain. 

System Yang spoke, [You’re here. Have you seen the reality outside? I had chosen the timeline when 

your soul is most vulnerable and replaced the past with your current self. Now the future you had 

experienced no longer exists.] 

..... 

“Yes. This is indeed the past. Everything that I had undergone was changed by every action I’ve taken. 

This time I can be sure that I wouldn’t get pregnant that early.” said Hei Yuhua. 

System Yang stared at him, peering at his destiny. Most beings who have God Stage cultivation could 

somewhat see through some part of the future. This is what is called star reading. 

[That I don’t think is right. You are destined to get pregnant in this lifetime. Whether it was this current 

timeline or in the future, your daughter will always be your daughter. You should be now aware that as 

long as you made actions there would definitely be changes that you hadn’t undergone in the past. You 

should have experienced it now right? The butterfly effect.] 

Hei Yuhua was suddenly proposed to by the man whom he escaped from his last life. He wasn’t 

forcefully marked this time but his suspension still happened. This time with Ye Yuyan by his side. 

System Yang spoke, [Learn to predict the cause and effects of all your actions. This way what you had 

remembered in the past wouldn’t be that different from the current one. Since your body is now in 

sleep mode I would help you increase your class A overall constitution to class S, this way the possibility 

of you dying would be lessened. But I will still try my best to keep you alive as long my lord is resting 

inside you.] 

Hei Yuhua nods at System Yang’s explanation. He then stared at the beautiful clear ice crystal not far 

from him. The being inside is flawless and someone who is an embodiment of perfection. His features 

were overly refined, especially those phoenix-shaped eyes. Though he knew that hidden in those closed 

eyelids are mischievous eyes which are as alluring as those foxes in myth, right now he is sleeping 

peacefully. 

“When would he wake up?” asked Hei Yuhua. 

System Yang replied, [No one knows exactly when but... he might wake up when that man comes over 

to see him.] 

“What man?” asked Hei Yuhua. 

[His mate, his lover, his husband, and his other half. Though I don’t know when and where this person is, 

he would definitely look for the Lord if he does wake up.] 

Hei Yuhua thought of something and openly asked, “Is that person the same as I do? Allowing a vessel to 

reside in a God.” 

[Must be but no one knows. We all got separated.] 

Hei Yuhua wanted to ask more but was stopped by System Yang telling him that he must enter a 

meditative state for him to be able to upgrade his constitution. Hei Yuhua stopped asking and sat in 



lotus form, System Yang enveloping the man with a divine aura to help him purify his body for a better 

physique. 

— 

Inside Ye Yuyan’s soul domain... nov𝑒𝓵𝓊𝓈𝕓/𝑐\o/𝔪 

Like Hei Anjing, Ye Xiajie was sleeping peacefully inside a black egg-like dome. A frantic little moon was 

moving up and down, left and right, clearly panicking from worry and fear. Once Ye Yuyanwas put to 

sleep with medicines, System Yue pulled him in, in this domain, and scolded him. 

[Ah! What did you do? That other mortal almost realized that you are different from your past self of 

yours. Please don’t be so careless. Though you are allowed to change your past, you must not instantly 

change completely from your reckless past self. Or else they will of this world notice us and try to 

eliminate us. With the Lord’s protection, but you and I would perish under the heavenly lighting.] said, 

System Yue. 

Ye Yuyan commented, “Aren’t you guys gods? What is that heavenly lightning you are talking about?” 

System Yue had no other choice but to explain it to this mortal. He is a lot easier to talk with than his 

alter ego System Yang. He is naive by nature. 

[We might be Gods but this world isn’t under our jurisdiction. Each world has Heavenly Wills, they are 

what we call the laws that control this world. They are also the authority that stabilizes your world. They 

could be considered as your god or even your Yama. But unlike us, they are only a collection of countless 

human wills. Like data or machines that help oversee this world. They also bestow Punishment to gods 

who entered this world without permission. Using a time-reversal spell must have confused it for a bit 

but this doesn’t change the fact that we are outsider gods.] explained System Yue to Ye Yuyan. 

“I see. Are you going to seal my memories?” asked Ye Yuyan. 

System Yue answered, [Yes, only because I do not have the authority like my lord to give you the 

freedom to do anything even against the will of this world’s heavenly laws. Don’t worry, I would at least 

allow you to unlock a memory per day. So the changes on your would not be that prominent.] 

Ye Yuyan said, “Then for today, can I choose which memory I should keep?” 

[Since it is the first day I will allow you to keep two days worth of memories and you may choose it for 

the first time. Decide which are the two?] Said System Yue. 

Ye Yuyan nodded his head and said, “I choose today’s memories and the memories from the day I last 

went to the Intelligence Division in my past life. The day I came for the custody of our daughter, 

Huahua.” 

[As you wish. You will retain the memories you made today and I will return that day’s memory to you in 

the form of a dream. It would depend on yourself whether to believe that dream or not. Close your 

eyes, I would begin the transfer of the memories to you.] 

Ye Yuyan responded, “I understand. I will leave the rest to you.” as he closed his eyes and lost his 

consciousness, falling into a very deep sleep. 



Seeing Ye Yuyan enter his slumber, System Yue in his little moon avatar hovers above Ye Yuyan and uses 

his ability as the system from the upper realm to take over this person’s consciousness and seal his 

memories as planned. He only unlocked today’s memories and the memories of that day when he 

learned about Hei Yuhua’s real identity. He made that memory in a form of a vague dream that Ye Yuyan 

could remember as long as he wishes to remember or left the memories dormant if he chose otherwise. 

— 

Within the dreams of Ye Yuyan... 

His original memories were sealed, only the ones left unsealed played in his head as dreams. He is now 

dreaming of the scenes of the day the future he was called over for the custody of his daughter. He was 

teaching the scenes as an invisible third party. He floats in the form of a spirit seeing the man with the 

same face as him but looking more mature. The place he woke up to is his own condominium. 

This condo had three rooms which included the master’s bedroom. A kitchen, a living room, a small 

office and lastly an exercise room. 

Ye Yuyan was stunned by the scene playing before him, “Ha? Isn’t this my house? Even the furniture and 

interior design are very similar. Even though there are some things I would never buy myself like this 

children’s toy and dress... What is this?! A dream?” He keeps murmuring to himself. 

He was skeptical of the familiar surroundings around him. He was thinking that this was indeed just a 

dream of his when suddenly he saw himself wearing a clean dark blue suit in front of the bathroom 

mirror. He could even see himself humming, obviously showing his good mood. 

Ye Yuyan mumbled, “This... It is really my face. Looks a bit more mature than the current me but... it is 

indeed me. This is a dream showing the future.” 

He heard himself say to himself in the mirror, “I don’t look old or something in these clothes right? I 

hope I don’t scare my daughter when I finally meet her all this time. If not because of her omega father 

being ill, there would never be a chance for us to meet. I do not know if I should be thankful for this 

opportunity or not.” 

Dumbfounded Ye Yuyan heard himself talking about things he couldn’t believe if someone told him face 

to face. But this is a dream, and that is his face on that man. This person is definitely himself. 

Stuttering Ye Yuyan mumbles, “D-Daughter? Omega father? What the hell is this? Are you telling me I 

have a daughter in the future!? Impossible! There is no way I would betray the omega who saved me 

just now. No! I don’t believe this. This is not real.” 

The scene suddenly changes from his home to the hidden headquarters of the Intelligence Division 

called Aster. The September birth flower. This fall-blooming herb with daisy-like flowers stands for 

Wisdom, Faith, and Valor. Named after the Greek word for “Star” due to its blooms resembling a star, 

Asters symbolize love, wisdom, and faith. 

He watched himself enter the director’s office where he saw his own father’s face. Prime Minister Ye. 

His father looks a bit older than how he remembers but what caught his eyes is neither the appearance 

of his father nor the face of the hidden figure that leads Aster but instead the face of the adorable little 



girl crying on his father’s lap. The features of the little girl surprised him that he could hardly move away 

from his eyes. 

That silky black hair of hers is the same shade as his charcoal gray hair. except for the little girl’s silver 

iris, her nose, lips, and the shape of her face is so very similar to his but lean more feminine due to the 

gender of the little baby. You can even say that this little girl is his own girl version of a clone. If her eyes 

were gold instead of silver, just by cutting the little girl’s hair you can get a baby version of himself. He 

just recalled what that man who looks like him mumbled to himself just now. 

Ye Yuyan who had just forgotten all his memories of his future self looked astonished at the sight of the 

little girl who looks exactly like himself. 

He couldn’t help but murmured, “I-Is this my daughter in the future?” 

Chapter 614: 12.16 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Will you marry me? 

Seeing the little girl sitting on his father’s lap looking at a mirror female version of himself, Ye Yuyan 

could no longer deny that this girl is indeed his supposed to be daughter. Since he couldn’t reject the 

little girl having his bloodline he started to think of the other thing that is connected to the problem of 

his daughter’s existence. 

The frantic Ye Yuyan couldn’t help but overthink this situation. 

‘Wait if that is indeed my daughter, then who gave birth to her?’ 

‘A female or an omega? Fuck! I’m the loyal type. I only remembered sleeping with that agent to whom I 

was attracted before I lost consciousness. Is he my other half in this dream too? If he is then... that’s 

better for me.’ 

The scenes of the dreams continue to unfold before him. Of course! He also noticed the disappointment 

and sadness in his father’s eyes as well as seeing his supposed-to-be daughter crying and glaring while 

looking at him. She looks at him as if he was her enemy instead of his father. 

‘This is weird. For some reason, I could feel that all three of them were looking at him with eyes filled 

with disappointment. What happened in this world?’ The thoughts of Ye Yuyan as he watched himself sit 

on the nearest couch upon the Director’s gesture for him to take a seat. 

He saw himself looking through the small pile of papers like an intelligence report on someone and the 

custody contract for his daughter. 

..... 

‘Oh~ so her name is Ye Huahua. Hmm, not bad. Her name is quite lovely. There’s a family registration 

here too. Maybe it would have listed down the name of the one who gave birth to Huahua.’ 

Ye Yuyan watched the man with the same face as him flip the papers one by one. He read the contents 

written on each page and stopped at the same paper which had the information about his supposed to 

be future spouse. He was shocked to see the familiar face of the person he had fallen, at first sight, Hei 

Yuhua. 

But before he became happy he saw the status of the man and what was written shocked him. 



‘I had guessed that he should be an undercover agent since he was wearing a disguise like me but... An 

A-Class Agent and the top Agent in the Intelligence Division!? This... his real target is the same as I do... 

The Red Poppy Syndicate but what is this... Did he fail? And what’s with this temporary status of me 

being his husband? Are we not together in this dream? But there is Huahua, moreover where the hell is 

he?’ 

Too many questions appeared in his mind, that sudden uncontrollable heartbeats, and confusion due to 

missing information about the current problem. Ye Yuyan couldn’t completely understand the situation 

in this dream. 

But based on little data he had gathered as soon as he entered the room, his father’s disappointment, 

his daughter’s tears, and glare, and the hate of the other agents in the building when he entered the 

place. 

Ye Yuyan mumbled, “I... Did the me in this dream do something against someone from the Intelligence 

division? But I only knew Yuhua from here...” 

Then as if clearing a bit of his confusion he saw himself in tears. His face is full of guilt, regret, and 

despair while staring at the picture of Hei Yuhua on the paper. Ye Yiyan was shocked by what he said in 

the dream. Using his voice and face he said, 

“I... I killed... the wrong... person...” 

Ye Yuyan was rendered speechless as he heard him in this dream say thoughts and words. He 

understood what the man said, but he was denying with all his heart and soul that he would dare to 

harm that person. nov𝐄𝐿𝓊𝓈𝐛.𝑐\o/𝑀 

Thoughts of Ye Yuyan, ‘This is impossible. Hei Yuhua is my fated mate. Are you telling me that I in this 

absurd dream would harm the person I care for?!’ 

In his state of denial, Ye Yuyan failed to notice that the scene had once again changed. This time he is 

inside a luxurious hospital much more in an ICU department VIP room. He saw some agents guarding 

room 1 in the ICU department and he, himself, could see the pieces of machinery that could extend 

one’s life gathered in that one room. 

This time Ye Yuyan had no interest in watching him in the dream and openly entered the overly 

protected ICU in front of his eyes. Jn his soul form, no one is able to see him or hinder him, he entered 

the room like a ghost as the solid walls couldn’t stop him from entering. Once he had gotten inside, he 

saw Hei Yuhua in a very bad state. His arms were pricked with countless needles connected to medicines 

that keep his body alive. 

His mouth and nose were connected to tubes that release oxygen. The beeping sounds show his heart 

continues to fluctuate which shows he is still alive. But above everything in that room what caught Ye 

Yuyan’s eyes is the thick bandages above the man’s chest. It was an injury directly to his heart. As an 

agent and a policeman on duty, he knew what kind of wound would lead one to such a state. A bullet 

wound that hits the heart. Just this one bullet took half of Hei Yuhua’s life in an instant. 

Connecting what he had heard in the office of the Director of Aster, the expressions of the agents in the 

Intelligence Division, his father’s disappointment, and his daughter’s tears. 



Ye Yuyan almost lost his mind and said in disbelief. 

“I... I... killed him? It was me who shot him in the heart. I shot Hei Yuhua!?” muttered in disbelief. His 

voice was hoarse as if he was a wounded beast. 

The dream before him broke. No one knew if it was because of his current unstable mental state or if he 

is waking up in reality. Once the dream completely broke, Ye Yuyan woke up in reality. As if he couldn’t 

feel the pain and fatigue in his body he shot up from his bed and sat up with a shocked expression on his 

face. 

His whole body including his face is covered in a cold sweat as his breathing was ragged due to fear and 

overwhelming mixed emotions. He gasped loudly as soon as he opened his eyes, startling the one 

sleeping beside him. 

GASPED!!! 

It took a few seconds before Ye Yuyan calmed down. He looks around his surroundings and sees that he 

is no longer in the hospital but in the hotel room where he meets Hei Yuhua. The fragments of scenes in 

that dream once again flash within his mind, Ye Yuyan felt his head would explode paired with agonizing 

pain as if something is constricting his head. 

Only when a slightly cool hand touches his face does Ye Yuyan wake up completely. The slightly cold 

hand instant brought back his reason though his eyes are a bit blurry due to his sweat, Hei Yuhua’s silver 

eyes caught Ye Yuyan’s attention. It’s the same shade of eye color that the little girl in his dreams 

possessed. 

The undisguised appearance of Hei Yuhua appeared before Ye Yuyan. Phoenix-shaped eyes, gentle 

features with a bit of a hint of coldness, a small cute nose, and cerise lips tempting him to kiss. 

‘Yes. This is the appearance of Hei Yuhua in that report I saw in my dream. It was really him!’ Thoughts 

of Ye Yuyan at the moment. 

Suddenly he heard a mellow voice asking him, “Are you alright? You’re sweating badly. Did you have a 

nightmare?” 

Ye Yuyan felt not only did his body and heart tremble at this moment but his soul himself was also 

affected by such a gentle voice. Seeing this person he had dreamt that he lost appearing in front of him 

alive and healthy. Ye Yuyan almost couldn’t help but pull Hei Yuhua in a tight hug. 

Unfortunately, their current relationship hadn’t reached that point of intimacy and the two of them 

were not much more than strangers who met by accident. Plus, he still owes him an apology as he was 

most likely who pulled this person into this room and rape him due to the strong effects of drugs. 

Hei Yuhua was helping him wipe his sweat and felt fluffy in his heart. He couldn’t think of a situation 

where he would hate him enough that he didn’t even investigate his origin and ended up shooting him 

in the heart instead. Plus, he recalled the existence of their daughter. 

Ye Yuyan whispered to himself, “Is she the fruit of the night we spent in this hotel? But if I stop on time, I 

don’t know if he would still get pregnant in this timeline.” his voice was too soft that Hei Yuhua didn’t 

hear his mumblings. 



“Officer, are you really alright? Should we call the doctors again to check on you?” said Hei Yuhua 

worriedly as he saw him look dazed without responding to him. 

Ye Yuyan held his hands wiping his sweat and looked straight at those pairs of argent eyes. 

With a serious expression on his face, he said, “I will take responsibility. I don’t know if you will get 

pregnant or not because of what happened tonight but... Even if you aren’t, the fact that this happened 

because of me wouldn’t change so... Will you marry me?” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua was stunned as he looked at this stone-faced man as if he couldn’t believe what he was 

hearing. It wasn’t a suggestion like what he was asking before. This time this person is serious and was 

bent on getting him to marry him. Moreover, he had the feeling that this man wouldn’t be accepting no 

as an answer. His eyes were determined to make him accept his proposal. As if he had seen or learned 

something that made him sure of that I would reject him. 

Hei Yuhua’s thoughts, ‘What’s wrong with this guy? He was suddenly so serious about marrying me. He 

was just sleeping peacefully and woke up from a nightmare and the marriage from his mouth changed 

from a suggestion to a real proposal I can’t decide. I don’t remember him hitting his head just now.’ 

Hesitation appeared on Hei Yuhua’s face which Ye Yuyan picked up. He must have frightened him when 

he suddenly asked for a serious proposal out of nowhere. Ye Yuyan didn’t want to force Hei Yuhua to 

accept him but at the same time, he is not willing to let other people take a head-on him. Since it was 

like this he needed time to court his future mate. They are fated mates, after all, they are destined to 

love each no matter what. 

But as of now, they are indeed just strangers who just met each other. So Ye Yuyan decided to slowly 

boil the frog with hot water. 

Ye Yuyan reacted as if he said something strange and let go of Hei Yuhua’s hands in surprise. 

“So sorry... I didn’t mean to scare you. I just couldn’t hold back myself just now. I don’t know why but I 

feel that I love you very much and I was completely attracted to you. Is it because we are fated, mates? 

Even if we are not, I am serious about the matter of taking responsibility. If you don’t wish to be married 

right away would you be willing to let me court you instead? I promise I would never force you on 

anything you don’t want me to do. Just... Please just give me a chance to pursue you.” said Ye Yuyan. 

His appearance is still aloof and cold but at this moment he looks like a cool black wolf giving Hei Yuhua 

puppy eyes begging for a treat. He looks so adorable and handsome at the same time. 

Seduced by the two-faced wolf in front of him, Hei Yuhua couldn’t help but swallow in nervousness. He 

doesn’t even realize that his cheeks were now tinted with a rosy tone making him look delicate yet 

lovable at the same time. He even felt a bit shy as he was moving his eyes back and forth from Ye 

Yuyan’s face to the wall on the side. 

He had longed to start screaming in his head. 

‘Ahh! What the hell? Who the fuck? Is this really the mad wolf of the Police department in the future!? 

He looks more like a husky at this moment. System Yang helps me. What should I do?’ 

Chapter 615: 12.17 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Original World Plot 



Hei Yuhua suddenly asked for System Yang’s help out of nowhere. After getting a sudden proposal and 

receiving a rare expression from the man he loves, Hei Yuhua’s brain overloaded, and could only call for 

a friend for help. 

System Yang heard from his alter ego, System Yue about Ye Yuyan’s situation. Because Ye Yuyan didn’t 

receive the blessing from Lord Hei, he still has restrictions on OOC on him. Unlike Hei Yuhua who was 

personally permitted to do whatever he wanted in this world. Thankfully, Lord Hei didn’t forget to allow 

System Yue to remove the restriction of the heavenly laws on his husband. But this authority had no 

effect on Ye Yuyan which is why he could only receive his memories one at a time. 

System Yang said to Hei Yuhua. [Yuhua, in this second life of yours you are free to do whatever you want 

to do. Didn’t you come back in the past because of some regrets? This man is included in that wish of 

yours. The future you had before no longer exists. He doesn’t hate you in this world as long as you don’t 

repeat what you did in your past life. He is a man destined to stand by your side in your lifetime.] 

Thoughts of Hei Yuhua, ‘That’s right. In this life, he doesn’t hate me yet. Our daughter isn’t born yet and 

I choose to stay this time. But is it okay for me to be happy when I haven’t completed my mission yet?’ 

[Yuhua, there is something you need to know. In your past life, there is something called a world plot. 

This is a script that the heavenly laws of the god of your world had made and it is something you mortals 

couldn’t deny. 

In that world plot, your role is a cannon fodder that makes the relationship between the protagonist 

gong and the protagonist shou strong. Ye Yuyan is this world’s protagonist gong and the inspector or a 

man named Su Ruya is the protagonist shou. They are destined lovers by the heavens. So your death is 

also written in the script. 

According to the script, the one Ye Yuyan loves the most is you. But after you died, Su Ruya took your 

place in his heart and became his sole solace after you were gone.] 

..... 

[But it is different now. In your second life as thanks for letting him sleep in you, he removed the 

restrictions of heaven on you. Even though you are listed as cannon fodder by heaven, Lord Hei gave 

you the freedom to change your destiny. In short, you can affect or even change the plot made by the 

heavens. Your actions can affect those around you including Ye Yuyan. As long as you avoid your death, 

Ye Yuyan would only have you in his heart. Your actions would destroy the world plot. This is thanks to 

the blessing Lord Hei had imparted to you before he had once again fallen asleep.] 

Hei Yuhua was shocked by what he heard, “Cannon Fodder? Replaced? Is this for real?! I am someone 

destined to die because of a stupid script created by the heavens!” 

System Yang spoke, [You are in your past life but not in this life. You can do as much as anything in your 

second life. Though there would be some occurring problems when the heavenly laws try to interfere 

whenever that happens I would inform you and advise you on how to avoid it. This is the task the Lord 

had given to me before he fell back to sleep.] 

Hei Yuhua responded, “Thank you, System Yang.” 

[No need for thanks. It is all Lord Hei’s will.] 



System Yang spoke but unknown to Hei Yuhua, he was also contacting System Yue from Ye Yuyan’s 

body. He also informed him that Ye Yuyan is like Hei Yuhua a regressor but he sealed his memories as he 

doesn’t have the authority that Lord Hei has over the Heavenly Laws. Plus, Lord God Ye haven’t woken 

up even once after falling into this world. System Yang had no other choice but to comfort his frantic 

little moon. Since the original residents of this world couldn’t see them with their naked eyes without 

their permission the two systems could fly around without any fear of being seen. nov𝑒𝐥𝑢𝐬𝓑.𝒸/o/𝑚 

Ye Yuyan noticed that Hei Yuhua wasn’t answering, and saw him looking at him hesitating so much that 

he couldn’t even speak a word. Only then did he know that he might have frightened Hei Yuhua. He 

could only reach out and wrapped his big arms to hug Hei Yuhua’s waist acting like a spoiled child. 

While staying, “Yu’er don’t need to feel pressure. You can think about it first. I will wait for your reply.” 

Trembling for a bit as he was not used to the sudden intimacy with Ye Yuyan, Hei Yuhua reluctantly 

placed his hand on that soft, silky obsidian hair and pats it gently. Ye Yuyan enjoys his touches and closes 

his eyes comfortably. 

Hei Yuhua said, “I... I will call you, A’Yan okay? As for your request for marriage, I am not yet ready for it 

but I do agree that we are fated mates and wish to stay by your side as well. I was suddenly given a 

year’s vacation. So... So do you want to... um, try cohabitation as roommates or something. You could 

also pursue me during that time. I-If I get used to it we can talk about marriage some other time 

afterward.” 

Ye Yuyan who was burying his face in the bosom of his future mate suddenly raised his head and looked 

at Hei Yuhua’s blushing face. He looks so alluring and cute making him want to tease him more but he 

didn’t do so as he was afraid of making him frightened of himself. Instead, his frigid expression suddenly 

moves as the corner of his lips slightly upturns. 

A small smile appeared on his face, making Hei Yuhua blush in shock and joy. This was the first time he 

had seen Ye Yuyan smile at him like this. Not even in their last life, he had witnessed this man showing 

such a rare yet magnificent smile on such a handsome face. With this expression on his face, his original 

cold and indifferent facade are no more. It was a rare feeling as if witnessing the sunrise in the sky. 

Ye Yuyan said, “Thank you, Yu’er. I promise that I would love you unconditionally and protect you from 

harm regardless of anything. No one would be able to harm you as long as I exist.” 

“Um~” 

The two hugged each other once again to sleep. Hei Yuhua was so tired. Nit inky he was tossed on the 

bed as soon as he opened his eyes to this world, he had to look after Ye Yuyan who was suffering from 

the aftereffects of the antidote. He also thought the nightmare Ye Yuyan had suffered from is also 

because of the aftereffects of the love drug and antidote clashing. Once he opened his heart to his 

future mate he has given him his full trust. It was by instinct that he could wholeheartedly believe in Ye 

Yuyan as they were fated, mates. 

Ye Yuyan saw his sleepy expression and pulled him into his embrace. Letting Hei Yuhua use his arm as a 

pillow, hugging him in his sleep. It didn’t take long for Hei Yuhua to fall asleep deeply, even those who 

had lived their life surrounded by danger only closed their eyes once again when he noticed Lou Wei’s 

presence inside the room. 



As the two hosts fell asleep, System Yang and System Yue decided to meet and talk about their future 

plans. Since the lords are asleep they must do everything they can do so they can protect the vessels 

that they hosted at least until they’ve gathered enough world energy to heal themselves. 

System Yue, who noticed that the restrictions on Hei Yuhua’s soul were gone, asked, [A’Yang, can you 

remove the restriction on Ye Yuyan as well. I’m afraid that the heavenly laws might notice the soul in 

him was replaced by a more mature version of Ye Yuyan.] 

[Yue’er, I have no authority with regards to such, only Lord Hei can do such a thing. But you did well in 

helping seal his memories and unlocking them one at a time.] said System Yang. 

System Yue said, [But A’Yang I’m worried that just unlocking a few memories wouldn’t be enough to 

protect this child. Though I’ve helped upgrade his constitution like Hei Yuhua from S to SS class, do you 

think it would be enough? What should I do if the Heavenly Laws try to repair the world plot, he cannot 

OOC he is after all the protagonist gong.] 

[... Sigh~ okay. I still have the authorization for world records. I will replace all his names with an 

unknown character and make the heavenly laws blinded by his existence. But make sure to control his 

path, he must make himself so bright that would lead the heavens to notice him once again. Since he is 

currently the host of Lord God Ye, you can issue him some missions. Make those missions something 

that wouldn’t be too open for the other characters to notice him and create another identity that would 

allow him to be able to stay beside Hei Yuhua in the end. It is better to make him a double agent. Get his 

former job activated and use his police officer role as a cover instead.] said System Yang. 

System Yue’s little moon avatar blinks with light showing his excited mood as he dances around the little 

sun who is as smart as his master. 

[A’Yang you are so smart. I love you~] 

The little sun trembles a bit and rubs himself into the little moon showing his affections. 

[I love you too, my stupid Yue’er.] 

[Yue is not stupid!] 

[Yes. Yes. You are not stupid just simple-minded okay?] 

[Un! Eh...???] 

System Yue who felt there was something wrong with System Yang’s words but couldn’t point out 

where. 

System Yue mumbled, [Why do I feel there is something wrong with those words?] 

[There is nothing wrong. Go back in and inform Ye Yeyan about his missions. You can just reward him 

with something in the system mall. With Lord God Ye’s soul with you, there should be no restriction on 

the Nether System Mall. Either that or give him memories ahead of time. Let Ye Yuyan make the choice.] 

said System Yang. 

[I think you are intentionally changing the topic.] 



[I’m not. Go on, do your job first, Yue’er~] 

Thoughts of System Yang: {Yue’er is so cute. I love how innocent and easily tricked he is.} 

Only then did the two systems once again separate and went into the soul domains of Hei Yuhua and Ye 

Yuyan to check on their Lords. But sadly, both Lord Hei and Lord God Ye are still in deep slumber. 

Upon returning to the soul domain of Ye Yuyan, System Yue introduced the missions and rewards to Ye 

Yuyan. This kind of setting is also considered a special game trait that Ye Yuyan considered useful. He 

agreed to do the missions System Yue would offer him especially when he saw that the mission provided 

was in line with his plans. He delightfully agreed to do it. 

— 

Ye Yuyan’s first mission is to bring Hei Yuhua home with him. 

*** 

Requirements: 

– Hide Hei Yuhua’s identity. 

– Make sure Prime Minister Ye learns about Hei Yuhua’s existence. 

*** 

Rewards 

Option 1: 100 NP (Nether Points)[Can be used to buy items in the Nether System’s Mall 

Option 2: Random reward. 

— 

Ye Yuyan who had already planned on bringing home his future mate home was delighted to see such a 

mission. He happily agreed to do the mission and indeed brought his omega home while following the 

requirements of the mission. Police officer Lou Wei and Agent Yun covered their tracks and kept their 

existence secret. Their only mission is to help their bosses clean up after. 

Somewhere in the dark net. 

Rumors about the son of the Prime Minister bringing an omega home reached the ears of the people 

leaving in the dark. Ye Yuyan is such a famous figure. He is the only dominant alpha that is known to the 

country but he doesn’t have any weakness that can be used against him. So the news of him bringing 

home an omega caught the attention of many people in the underworld society. They wanted to take 

this opportunity to cause harm to the Minister’s household. 

Of course, before doing so, Ye Yuyan didn’t forget to ask for help from the Intelligence Division behind 

Hei Yuhua. He contacted the Director of Aster through Agent Yun and informed them about this plan. 

Thanks to this a fake and clean background for Hei Yuhua was instantly made and only Ye Yuyan, Lou 

Wei, and the Intelligence Division, Aster, know the real identity of Hei Yuhua. 



Well, the only reason Director Wei agrees to this is because Ye Yuyan promises to help them catch 

someone from the Red Poppy Syndicate. He is willing to come back as a double agent as long as he can 

stay by Hei Yuhua’s side. The Intelligence Division, Aster, agreed to his proposal without any side 

comments because Director Wei knew that this youngest prosecutor used to be an international-based 

agent who used merits to retire early and live his life as a police officer afterward. He had all the skills to 

back him up and with his help, Agent Hei would be safer during his mission. 

Chapter 616: 12.18 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Warden Lou and Yun Ming joining in. 

Back to the Nether System... 

Netherworld 

Hei Mo together with his youngest son, Hei Sian, and his daughter-in-law, Mo Yue, finally found the 

world where Hei Anjing and Ye Xiajie had fallen into. With the help of An Liang, they reconnected the 

communication line with System Yue and System Yang. The two systems reported to them what 

happened to their two lords and their current situation. 

An Liang spoke, “There is a message from System Yue. They had also sent their exact coordinates. The 

problem is... Both of them are in slumber. Xiao An was a bit better. He is a space elemental user so the 

sudden distortion in the space portal didn’t harm him much. Xiao An was still able to give some 

commands before he fell asleep. The problem is Xiao Ye. He... He had no compatibility with space 

elements and was instantly knocked out when a space distortion happened out of nowhere. He is still in 

a coma.” 

Upon hearing what happened to his disciple, the God of Punishment, Hei Sian frowned a bit as he knew 

this peculiarity of his disciple. 

“A’Ye is never compatible with space elements. He is used to using shadows to move from one place to 

another, ao whenever he uses the space teleportation he would either be in a bad mood due to 

dizziness or nausea. Sudden space impact would knock him out but you said he is in a coma? What is 

happening!?” asked Hei Sian. 

Mo Yue recalled what Elder Hei Mo told them. That they were attacked by Ye Mo personally in the last 

world. He could somehow guess that in the middle of conflict something must have happened. 

..... 

“Something must have happened when they met Ye Mo in the last world. If that’s true then his sudden 

coma is understandable. Either that or... something is wrong with his soul merging. After all, he is 

missing just one last fragment and his soul core. Their second trial is about to be finished.” said Mo Yue. 

An Liang spoke, “But God Judgment the world they’ve fallen to had no soul fragment for them to 

collect.” 

“They can only stay in that world for one lifetime so they could gather enough world energy to reopen 

the path towards the Netherworld. But we should send Lou Wuye and Yun Ming to assist the Zhi 

Systems. At least to avoid the other world hoppers and make enemies unnecessarily.” suggested Hei 

Mo. nov𝑬𝑙𝑈𝗌𝐛/𝒸\o\𝔪 



Mo Yue was checking the coordinates reported to them by An Liang and found it in the database of the 

God System. Seeing this he had to use his authority as a Mo to check thoroughly and found out that the 

world his son is in, is indeed a world under the jurisdiction of the God System and it was a rare S Class 

world of Modern omegaverse. The latest data shows that Hei Anjing used his authority to reverse the 

timeline of that world while keeping the original memories of the chosen vessels that the couple used to 

host. 

“Father Hei guessed right. Since the world they are in is an S-class world the world hopper who entered 

took over the role of the villain. I will need to command someone from the God System to compensate 

the unlucky one. Sigh~” Said Mo Yue. 

Hei Sian was nodding his head in agreement with his wife’s words. He knew their son too well. There 

had never been a plot that remained the same every time he visited a world. That’s why the job as an 

Executioner suits him the best. An Executioner never follows the plot after all. 

Hei Mo noticed Warden Lou and Yun Ming returning as they were summoned back. 

Warden Lou was delighted and was about to ask An Liang about the Lord but was pinched by his lover as 

Yun Ming noticed the Esteemed Lords were still there. 

An Liang spoke, “You guys are finally here. We want you to enter that unknown world right away. 

Master had already chosen the vessels that had the closest relation to the vessels Xiao Ye and Xiao An 

had taken over. Your task is to help System Yue and System Yang in protecting the two. Your restrictions 

would be lifted as soon as you take over the designated vessel.” 

“Affirmative!” responded Yun Ming and Warden Lou. 

Hei Mo opened the portal with the coordinates provided by System Yue in his message. 

“I’ve opened the world portal. You may enter anytime,” said Hei Mo. 

Hei Sian patted the shoulder of the two and said, “Go ahead without worries. We will leave the two in 

your care.” 

“Please leave it to us, Lord Sian, Lord Yue, and Elder Hei,” said Warden Lou. 

The other watch them pass through the world portal entering the world where their lords had fallen 

through. 

Mo Yue held his husband’s hand and said, “They... Jing’er and Ye Xiajie would be alright right?” 

“Don’t be nervous, dear. Who are those two? Even if their souls are asleep, Yue and Yang are protecting 

them. Plus with Lou Wuye and Yun Ming joining, there should be no problem. But just in case, let’s 

prevent the entrance of the other Gods to the world.” said Hei Sian while comforting his wife. 

Hei Mo commented, “I will cast a barrier outside that star. It would prevent others from entering but the 

ones inside could leave anytime.” 

“Thank you, Father Hei. I leave a few people to monitor the world as well. Their second trial is about to 

be done. These last few worlds are more dangerous than the few last worlds. I do not think Ye Mo 

would take this as an opportunity to disrupt the trial.” said Mo Yue. 



Hei Sian responded, “Indeed true. Because once A’Ye’s soul had completely merged, Xia Jieye’s former 

strength and even his past life’s memories would become A’Ye. That is what Ye Mo is most afraid to 

happen.” 

— 

Their vessels were prepared even before they transferred. Warden Lou would take the vessel of Lou 

Wei, the right-hand man of Ye Yuyan who is the protagonist gong of the world and the vessel the Lord 

God resides in. Yun Ming on the other hand would take over the vessel of Agent Yun who is considered 

the aide of Agent Hei. He is the person who played the role of a contract killer and the best friend of Hei 

Yuhua. 

The timeline they had entered is when the time-reversal had already happened. The original’s memories 

had remained in the vessel as well. While the original souls, Yun Ming, and Lou Wei, were put to sleep 

when the two took over. 

At this moment, Ye Yuyan had finally brought Hei Yuhua back to his home. Of course, this is with the 

permission of the latter. His house is the same one as the future he had seen in his dream. 3 rooms with 

attached bathroom, kitchen and living room. The interior design of the condominium is minimalist. 

Simple yet elegant. Hei Yuhua immediately liked the house as he saw it. 

In their past life, he was treated as Ye Yuyan’s enemy. Because of his hatred towards himself, this person 

would never ask him to come over to his house. Because he doesn’t go, Agent Yun who plays the role of 

the contract killer would always decline the invitation and only Lou Wuye acting the role of the yakuza 

can visit this place anytime he wanted. 

Hei Yuhua looked around the house with envy flashing in his eyes. He was envious of Lou Wuye in the 

past but now... he is jealous of him at this moment. To him, there are some thorns in his heart pricking 

him with pain making him remember the suffering he had undergone in his past life. 

Ye Yuyan noticed the negative mood of his future mate. Though he couldn’t understand why his mood 

suddenly changed like this. The feeling of wanting to hug him and comfort Hei Yuhua fills his heart. He 

followed his instinct and pulled him into a hug. Hei Yuhua still felt a bit awkward with the intimacy 

between them but he is slowly getting used to it. At least this beloved person of his is willing to let him 

hug him whenever he wants. 

“What’s wrong, Yu’er? Do you not like the house? We can change anything you don’t want here. The 

balcony is empty. If you want to grow some plants and flowers you can do so as well.” said Ye Yuyan. 

On their way to his condominium, he noticed that Hei Yuhua would stare longer at flowers on the road 

or the flower vase full of roses in the hotel room. As expected, Ye Yuyan got it right. Hei Yuhua’s eyes 

turn excited at the thought of flowers. 

Hei Yuhua looked up and stared at his future mate’s handsome features, “Really!? I can bring in some 

flowers at home?” 

“Yes, you can bring anything you want in the house, sweetheart~,” said Ye Yuyan as he stole a kiss and 

kissed Hei Yuhua on his cheeks. 



As a result, Hei Yuhua’s face turned red as an apple even his ears and neck had turned reddish from 

embarrassment. Ye Yuyan would tease him more looking at such an adorable reaction. 

Hei Yuhua said, “S-Stop teasing me, please~” 

“Heh~ but I love teasing my sweetheart. So lovely and cuddly~” said Ye Yuyan while giving the latter 

fleeting kisses on his nape and neck. 

“En~ please don’t... call me... Sweetheart~” said Hei Yuhua with a muffled voice 

Feeling the ticklish kisses on his neck made Hei Yuhua tremble, of course, to prevent his moan from 

coming out he had to bite his lower lips which Ye Yuyan noticed. Knowing that he is almost bullying his 

innocent omega. He stopped doing so when he heard the latter’s stomach growling. 

Growls~~ 

Ye Yuyan asked, “Yu’er, are you hungry?” 

Hei Yuhua honestly nods his head. He hadn’t eaten a lot last night at the hotel and only drank a bowl of 

porridge they ordered with the room service in the morning before they left. 

Ye Yuyan chuckles and squeezes the soft body within his embrace before letting him free. 

“Hahaha~ wait for a bit. I will check the kitchen if there is something I can cook. There should be enough 

ingredients for lunch but we need to go to the grocery to buy some for dinner. Are you coming with me 

to the supermarket, Yu’er?” asked Ye Yuyan. 

Hearing about the supermarket is something new for Hei Yuhua. As the top agent from Aster Division. 

His necessities are delivered to him by Agent Yun all the time. He rarely leaves his house to buy his own 

food, much less order take-out. Moreover, his mansion is located outside the city away from the other 

people. This is to ensure his safety and the civilians if ever his enemies retaliate. This was his dream to 

live an ordinary and normal life without any fear of someone targeting his life. 

He knows that even if he is still an agent right now, Ye Yuyan would be able to protect him. He himself is 

a famous person targeted by the underworld society but despite that, he lives his life as ordinary as 

possible. This is because there are lots of professional bodyguards protecting him from within the 

shadows and these men were all people hired by the Prime Minister. 

Now as his future mate, these people would most likely protect him the same way. 

Hei Yuhua responded, “I will go to the supermarket with you.” There is a small smile on the corner of his 

lips as he looks at Ye Yuyan. 

The instinct of wanting to get closer once again almost overwhelmed Ye Yuyan’s heart but he was afraid 

that he might frighten the innocent one before him and had to control his desires, tightly restraining 

them. He could only lower his head to land a chaste kiss on Hei Yuhua’s forehead. 

“You can look around the house first. Choose your room or... do you want to sleep in the same room as I 

do instead?” asked Ye Yuyan with a teasing smirk on his face. 

“No thank you,” said Hei Yuhua while pouting as he pushed the man towards the kitchen. 



His reactions are so cute that Ye Yuyan couldn’t help but laugh happily. Hearing Ye Yuyan’s peals of 

laughter, even Hei Yuhua couldn’t hold back, relaxing his nerves and smiling beside the man. 

— 

Somewhere within the city... 

In the same condominium building where Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua live, Lou Wei opened his eyes from 

his nap. Once the eyes of Lou Wei opened the causal smile on the man’s face had faded replaced with a 

frigid and sharp gaze of someone who doesn’t treat mortal as something important. his gaze is impartial 

and solemn. It seems that Warden Lou had successfully overtook the vessel of Officer Lou Wei. His 

phone placed at the side table keeps ringing even before he completely digests the memories of the 

original, he received a call from an unknown number. 

Lou Wei answered the phone with no expression on his face, “Lou Wuye speaking. Who is this?” 

“Darling? Where do you live?” asked the unfamiliar voice coming from the other side of the call. But the 

intimate way of calling himself can only be done by his lover, Yun Ming. 

A rare and bright smile appeared on Lou Wei’s face and replied, “Honey~ come over and live with me. I 

live in xxxx xxxx....” He now acts like a puppy who finally found his owner. 

Chapter 617: 12.19 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Supermarket (1) 

As soon as Yun Ming opened his eyes to his new body, he didn’t waste time and completely absorbed 

the memories of the original Yun Jie and made them his own. He looked around and found that he was 

in his office holding reports in his hands. He was gathering information about Ye Yuyan and his people. 

The original Yun Jie wanted to ensure that the safety of his boss was secured. Even though his director 

firmly said that his best friend would be okay, he still doesn’t trust Ye Yuyan. That person is after all the 

only son of the Minister Household. Would such a regal clan accept someone like his boss, Hei Yuhua 

who had no solid background and was an orphan no less? 

For a family that leads the aristocracy circle of the high-class family, Ye Clan would definitely be strict 

when it comes to the requirement of the spouse. But unfortunately, the information only says that the 

people of the Ye Household all married because of love. They’ve never entered any marriage for the 

reason of multiplying their power. Ye Yuyan’s mother is an ordinary lady from an ordinary middle-class 

family. She met the current minister during college and got married after they graduated. Their family is 

simple yet strong. It was only after the mistress of the Minister’s Household died under the antics of the 

enemies of the current minister that the relationship between father and son became awkward and a 

bit distant. 

It is Ye Yuyan who avoids his father and disdains the power and fame his family possesses. He blames his 

mother’s death on his family’s influence and on his father who failed to protect her. Some of Ye Yuyan’s 

information is encrypted and confidential, the original Yun Jie was doing an all-nighter trying to hack 

into the government’s database and fell asleep in the middle of his job. That is when Yun Ming took over 

his body. 



His hacking without permission was known by the director of his division. Yun Jie who is now replaced 

by Yun Ming was called into the director’s office as soon as he woke up. There he meets Director Wei 

who is also the head of the Intelligence Division, Aster. 

In the Director’s Office... 

The leader of Aster is a Recessive Alpha with a gentle demeanor. He wears glasses which softens his 

aura further making him more approachable and friend despite being an alpha. He is also the brother of 

the late wife of the Prime Minister. That makes the Minister’s Household the back support of Aster. His 

name is Wei Ying. 

As soon as Yun Jie entered the office he made sure to act like the original based on the memories that 

were left behind. The original Yun Jie is a man of few words, he is overprotective of Hei Yuhua who is not 

only his best friend and boss but also his younger brother-like figure. If the two are related by blood it 

can be said that he had what you call brother complex or brocon. It is a state of strong attachment and 

obsession with brothers. 

..... 

Director Wei looked at Yun Jie’s empty face. His expressions are blank as usual as he stares back at him. 

Most agents under this division have perfect control over their expressions which makes most of the 

time expressionless with dull eyes. 

“You know why I called for you, Agent Yun?” said Director Wei. 

Expressionless Yun Jie nods his head. He knew that his hacking over Ye Yuyan’s identity was noticed by 

Director Wei Ying. 

Seeing Yun Jie’s dull reaction, Director Wei could somewhat guess what this brat is thinking about and 

why would he suddenly try to hack on a piece of confidential information about Ye Yuyan. 

Sigh~ 

Director Wei asked, “Did you do it because of Hei Yuhua? Because you heard from the doctors that 

Agent Hei happens to be Ye Yuyan’s fated mate., you wanted to do a thorough background check on him 

but didn’t expect to get caught in the end. You even use the vacation you’ve gathered all these years 

and planned to apply for it at the same time as Agent Hei’s temporary suspension.” 

“I need to protect Yuhua,” responded Yun Jie. Not only this is his mission but also what the original 

wanted to do before he was put to sleep. nov𝔢𝒍𝐮𝓈𝔟.𝑐\o\𝐌 

Director Wei said, “Ye Yuyan is Yuhua’s, fated mate. He wouldn’t harm him for no reason.” 

“I don’t trust that guy. I want to continue protecting Yuhua,” said Agent Yun Jie. 

Director Wei spoke, “There are conditions before I send you to Yuhua’s side. First, you can’t use your 

original appearance when going out in public. Second, you are to live as near as possible to Yuhua, and 

Lastly, you cannot harm his future mate aka Ye Yuyan unless the latter harms Yuhua. If you agree to 

these three conditions then I shall allow you to stay by his side. How about it, Agent Yun?” 

Agent Yun Jie replies, “I shall abide by the condition given above.” 



“Good. I will write you a temporary suspension letter like Yuhua. But the headquarters would think you 

are out of the country doing some missions. This is to prevent the leakage of information about you two 

just in case there are spies in the building. I haven’t screened them all out yet.” said Director Wei. 

After Agent Yun left the building he called the vessel his lover, Warden Lou had taken over. Before they 

entered the world portal, Mo Yue had informed them of the basic information about the vessels they 

would take over. His is someone named Agent Yun Jie while Warden Lou is someone called Lou Wei. 

These two had the closest relationship with the vessels where the two lords are. They were also warned 

that their lords might still be asleep and were told to make contact and asked for the details of the two 

systems that were there before them. 

As expected when he called Officer Lou Wei just now, his lover had also finished taking over his vessel of 

Lou Wei. Since he had already gotten his temporary suspension from his work, he decided to live with 

Warden Lou in the same building where the lords’ vessels reside. Yun Ming brings his basic necessities 

and moves over to Warden Lou’s place. 

They were on their way to eat dinner outside when they saw Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua with their faces 

covered with face masks leaving the building. Actually, they would not recognize them if not for the two 

systems floating near them in their avatar forms. Though it was obvious that the two mortals couldn’t 

see the systems in such a way, they themselves are different. They are God’s residing in mortal bodies. 

“Ah! It’s System Yue. That must be the Lords with them.” said Lou Wei. 

Lou Wei’s eyes widened upon seeing their lords from a distance. But Yun Jie thought otherwise, if Lord 

Hei or Lord God Ye’s soul is awake in that body there is no way the two of them wouldn’t notice who 

they are. World hoppers are uniquely different from mortals (original residents), the latter had no qi 

while the former could control the world energy (qi). 

Before this officer could even walk toward Ye Yuyan and Hei Yuhua, his back collar was grabbed by Yin 

Jie, almost choking him as he was stopped from approaching their targets. 

Choke! 

Yun Jie said, “Stop. Follow them for now and observe. Even if we approach them right now, if the lords 

are not awake, these two would only treat us as Agent Yun and Police Officer Lou Wei.” 

Rubbing his neck, “What should we do then, honey?” asked Lou Wei. 

Yun Jie responded, “Follow them discreetly. Then choose the most appropriate timing to come close. 

Looks like they are going to the supermarket. Let’s try bumping them in there. While at it, buy some 

groceries. Your fridge only has beer and smoked ham in it.” glanced helplessly toward his lover. 

Who would expect that the vessel he had taken over had no sense of hunger like he is in reality? He 

doesn’t know how to cook dishes except for a 3-minute cup of ramen from the convenience store and a 

regular customer for take-outs which is unhealthy. 

The original Luo Wei is just an ordinary police officer under Ye Yuyan. His background was made as 

simple as possible as well which is why the underground society never checked on him twice and would 

even sometimes forget about him. He was treated as a lucky person who had gotten his position to work 

with Ye Yuyan when he transferred to the police department. Unknown to them, Lou Wei is from the 



military directly under the Prime Minister’s household and a person who has specially chosen to openly 

protect Ye Yuyan. 

Lou Wei doesn’t need to wear any disguise. His light golden brown hair and orange eyes made him look 

like a golden retriever when he smiled like a silky person toward Agen Yun Jie. On the other hand, Yun 

Jie is wearing an ordinary disguise. He wears a medium-length blonde wig that hides his short red-brown 

real hair paired with his original blue-green eyes. He looks like a mix of Asians and Westerners who just 

came back to his homeland. 

Yun Jie spoke, “Let’s go.” 

“Okay~” Lou Wei replied with a nod while smiling. 

— 

At the supermarket... 

The sun had set a long time ago. Thanks to it the number of people in the Supermarket had lessened 

during these hours. As soon as they got inside, Ye Yuyan asked Hei Yuhua to for a while near the 

entrance while pulling one of the big trolleys. As he waits, Hei Yuhua looks around with interest in those 

silver eyes. This is the first time he entered a public market and for him, the sight of food displayed on 

shelves was entertaining to see. 

Plus Hei Yuhua is obviously a beautiful omega so his visage caught the eyes of some single alphas 

roaming around the supermarket. In just a few minutes there were some alphas that were attracted to 

his beauty and chose to approach him. 

Alpha #1 spoke to him and said, “Hello~ little beautiful O. Would you like this big brother to show you 

around?” 

“Ignore that full, Little bunny. How about I accompany you around and you can pick anything inside. I 

will pay for everything you’ve chosen for you~” said Alpha #2 to Hei Yuhua. 

The third alpha spoke, “You two retards. Stay away from him and don’t flirt at the entrance you guys are 

blocking the way. You, the omega over there, come here and don’t go with strangers!” His mouth is a bit 

foul but he is kind of tsundere. 

Alpha #4 asked, “Little Sweetie, how about you come over and have a tea with me in the cafe over 

there~” 

Suddenly being surrounded by different kinds of alpha made Hei Yuhua a bit in a bad mood. Normally he 

would ignore them and leave them to eat dust on their own but Ye Yuyan told him to wait for him here. 

Holding back his temper as much as he could he turned deaf ears to these alphas around him. The alpha 

felt that as an omega, Hei Yuhua is supposed to be obedient to them sadly, Hei Yuhua is a dominant 

omega and the pressure of the presence of these alphas had no effects on him. 

The only one who could move him is either his fated mate or a dominant alpha who is the strongest type 

of person among all genders. Thankfully this kind of existence is found in Ye Yuyan, who is not only his 

destined mate but also a rare dominant alpha. 



Thoughts of Hei Yuhua, ‘Annoying~ These piles of trash. How dare they block my way? If not because 

A’Yan told me to wait here I would have long left this location!’ 

Seeing that an omega like Hei Yuhua dares to ignore them made the alpha feel they were being looked 

down upon. One of them even dared to grab Hei Yuhua and was kicked away by a mixed foreigner with 

blue-green eyes. It was Yun Jie who chose to make his move. 

Yun Jie spoke, “You are quite bold. You dare to touch my brother!?” 

Chapter 618: 12.20 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Supermarket (2) 

The alpha who got himself kicked out of the group, held on to his stomach which was both a bit numb 

and painful. He was glaring at the blonde beta looking down on him with that pair of blue-green eyes of 

his. 

Yun Jie spoke, “You are quite bold. You dare to touch my brother!?” he was glaring at them. 

All alphas in front of Yun Jie and Hei Yuhua were stunned at first but when they recognized that the man 

who just kicked someone is just a beta they once again felt superiority over the two. 

“A mere beta? Do you think a beta like you had a place to get involved in here!?” said Alpha that was 

kicked. 

Sadly, both Hei Yuhua and Yun Jie are ignoring them. 

Hei Yuhua recognized the disguised blonde guy as Yun Jie and frowned for a moment. Even when his 

face is half covered by a mask, one could see his dismay. 

“A’Jie, what are you doing here?” asked Hei Yuhua with a reprimanding tone. Ignoring the alphas’ 

presence in front of them. 

..... 

Flinched! 

Upon hearing his brother figure’s voice, Yun Jie flinched in surprise, and hesitation was imprinted on his 

face as he didn’t want to turn around. 

Reluctantly turning around with his head lowered, Yun Jie spoke with a low tone. 

“I... I also got my... my vacation. I will stay... near brother starting today too.” said Yun Jie. 

Hei Yuhua spoke, “The director punished you again? What did you do this time?” 

“I... I hacked on your future mate’s information a bit and... got caught tehe~” said Yun Jie while acting 

cute. 

What he got from Hei Yuhua is a hit on the back of his head. 

Bonk! 

Yun Jie, “Owie~ (QAQ)” 

While the two are conversing normally the ignored alphas finally got angry and tried to grab them both. 



“Stop ignoring us!” 

“How rude!!” 

“Both of you come!!” 

“Hey, stop! Don’t hurt them!” 

Only one among the four alphas tried to stop the three angry mob alphas. They tried to grab on Yun Jie 

and Hei Yuhua trying to catch them both in some corner when their reached hands were both instantly 

dislocated by Lou Wei who arrived on time with Ye Yuyan before the two got hurt. The three who tried 

to harm the two were kicked on the back of their knees forcing them to kneel only the one alpha who 

tried to stop them where spared. 

“Groans~ tsk!” 

“Ah! My arm!!!” 

“Fuck this! It hurts!!” 

Lou Wei’s expression was dark when he saw the scene of Yun Jie and Hei Yuhua almost being hit. From 

the distance, it looks like these three men were trying to hit the two, a beta and an omega, despite 

being an alpha, moreover in public. 

“You guys are quite courageous. Trying to hurt the mates of a police officer like us~” said Lou Wei with a 

cold smile on his face while forcing the three to kneel. 

When they felt the two auras of Alphas whose strength is beyond them, the three kneeling mob alpha 

faces paled. Especially under the pressure of the overbearing presence of a Dominant Alpha like Ye 

Yuyan. 

Ye Yuyan’s glacial voice resounds in the area as he looks down on the three wild alphas kneeling before 

him. 

“You guys aren’t afraid of death? If you even dare to touch my future mate!” 

Once Ye Yuyan released his aura, almost everyone in the supermarket was affected by it. Weak omegas 

fainted on the spot while the betas were forced to be down on their knees as for the other alphas they 

were having a hard time standing but bearing the pressure. At this moment even Yun Jie and Lou Wei 

were affected. 

Ugh~ 

Pants~ 

Thoughts of Yun Jie while suffering from instinctual suffocation. 

‘Hah~ ha~ I can’t breathe~’ 

Lou Wei let go of the arms of the mob alphas and supported Yun Jie. 

“Are you okay?” asked Lou Wei to Yun Jie. 



Yun Jie calmed down when Lou Wei hugged him. Secretly using his qi, the officer protected him within 

his embrace. Unknown to them, Hei Yuhua was observing them silently as he leaned himself toward Ye 

Yuyan who had an arm wrapped around his shoulder. Seeing that things aren’t going well, he chooses to 

appease the anger in Ye Yuyan. Gently rub his chest to soothe him. 

Hei Yuhua whispered, “A’Yan calm down. I’m okay, nothing happened. A’Jie here has helped me. We are 

in public. You can’t kill them with too many eyes on us.” 

Those who were watching from a distance didn’t hear what Hei Yuhua had said to Ye Yuyan but those 

alphas who were kneeling before them overheard his words and looked up in disbelief. They met with 

his icy eyes narrowed in a crescent obviously looking at them with amusement and disdain. Only then 

did they notice that the dominant alpha’s aura did not affect him despite being an omega. 

The thoughts of the other alphas, 

‘Is he... A dominant Omega!? Shit!’ 

‘My seeking death. Ah~ I’m so stupid. A Dominant Omega is stronger than most Alpha and only a 

Dominant Alpha could have the ability to control this unique being.’ 

‘No wonder there is a Dominant Alpha here! Damn! If there’s a Dominant omega then it’s 

understandable. Wuwu~ I don’t want to die...’ 

Ye Yuyan on the other hand had immediately calmed down once he felt his beloved’s hand gently 

rubbing his chest as if helping him to calm down. He held the hand teasing him on his chest and 

retracted his aura which instantly changed from glacial to breezy. 

He pulled Hei Yuhua into a tight hug while the latter hugged him back-patting him on the back. Yuhua 

thought Ye Yuyan is having a hard time calming his nerves but unknown to him, Ye Yuyan who was 

hugging him happily smiles with no obvious trace of anger on his face. This expression left Lou Wei and 

the rest dumbfounded. 

Everyone’s thoughts at the moment, ‘Big Boss, if you want to flirt with your mate don’t do it in the 

public. Ahh!!’ 

Ye Yuyan’s smile faded when his eyes moved to the rest of them. He looks serious and scary making 

those kneeling on the ground to lower their heads avoiding his gaze. 

“Lou Wei, I will leave things here to you. Come over to dinner with that one in your arms,” said Ye 

Yuyan. 

Lou Wei and Yun Jie who were suddenly called pushed each other away as they have forgotten that they 

weren’t supposed to be this close in this world. 

“Yes, Boss. Please leave it to me. Go ahead with Sir Hei and have fun shopping.” said Lou Wei. 

Yun Jie hesitated but still called for Hei Yuhua. 

“B-Brother?” 



Hei Yuhua turned around and said, “Follow officer Lou and come eat dinner with us okay? A’Jie, next 

time don’t just kick or punch someone in the public.” 

Yun Jie nodded his head and said, “Yes, brother I’ll be careful. Next time I will drag them first to some 

corner before beating them up!” 

“Sigh~ that’s not it~,” said Hei Yuhua, holding his aching head. 

Ye Yuyan who recognized the blonde man as Agent Yun from before knew that this man must have 

come over to protect his beloved and chuckles at his reaction. As an agent even despite being a beta 

could most likely beat up ordinary alphas but this person is a bit childish, especially when talking to his 

mate. 

“Yu’er this brother of yours is funny,” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hei Yuhua looked at him and changed the topic, “Where’s the pushcart you said you’d get one from?” 

Ye Yuyan looked around and found the pushcart he worked hard to find must have been taken away by 

someone while they were busy confronting annoying flies that dared to touch his mate. He looked at his 

future mate with watery puppy eyes looking adorable. If he had doggy ears at this moment he would 

have wilted at this moment. 

Hei Yuhua once again sighed and noticed Lou Wei and Yun Jie finished the task of cleaning up those 

men. Officer Lou called some of the people from their police district and threw the responsibility at 

them. 

Pointing at the line of small pushcarts and said, “Push three and enter the supermarket together.” 

“Hai. Hai.” said the three who followed the orders of the queen. 

Hei Yuhua ordered the three to get small push carts each and helped him push them for him. Since there 

is no big push cart three small ones should suffice. 

Ye Yuyan, like a happy puppy, smiled at his future mate and followed, “Yu’er I’ll push it for you.” 

“Good! Let’s go. I want to have pasta for dinner tonight. A’Jie and Officer Lou should choose some wine 

and ingredients for fettuccine. A’Yan And I would choose some meat so we can grill some steak as well.” 

said Hei Yuhua. 

“Yes, Sir!” 

Only one of the alphas was spared and looked at their backs with a helpless expression and walked 

away. 

This alpha is called Lin Jiya. According to the plot, he is supposed to be the minor villain who would 

support the main villain Yun Jie. He is a man who was supposed to fall at first sight for Hei Yuhua. After 

Hei Yuhua in the original world had died, he become the greatest helper of Yun Jie in punishing the two 

protagonists. He is a hidden hacker who is famous on the darknet. Someone whose skill is above anyone 

in the country. 



Lin Jiya observed the group of four with a frown on his face and whispered, “System, what is wrong with 

the plot? Isn’t Hei Yuhua supposed to go to groceries alone today and Yun Jie to save him while I’m 

supposed to help them?” 

A small little crow appeared in thin air landing safely on Lin Jiya’s shoulder and speaking in human 

words. 

[Host, upon checking with the God System, it seems this world was overtaken by high-tier gods. We 

were warned that the original plot would no longer remain and choose to stand on the sideline to watch 

instead. After the seniors leave our mission would also be considered complete. Rewards and 

compensation would be given in the end as well.] 

Said the talking baby crow on his shoulder. Of course, only he could see the crow. He walks away upon 

hearing that he would be given a vacation in this world as big bosses entered as well and instantly 

destroyed the world plot. His job is to be a recorder, so he was deemed to live a lifetime in this world 

and take records of the events in this world to be reported to the God System for a regular maintenance 

check. 

Character Lin Jiya asked, “Can I OOC in this world then?” 

His System responded, [You can. Just don’t get in the way of the big bosses. We should be safe as long 

as no one notices us.] 

Unknown to the two, System Yang had longed to notice them when that alpha approached Hei Yuhua. 

As a superior system with both connections to the God and Nether System, his specifications are above 

normal systems converted from prisoners of the Nether System. Detecting ones recorded in the Vearth’s 

world database is easy for him. nov𝔢𝒍𝐮𝓈𝔟.𝑐\o\𝐌 

System Yang’s thoughts, {Since Lord Hei is still asleep. It’s better to not get involved directly with the 

other world hoppers but I will warn the Warden and his prisoner just in case.} 

At this moment all unnecessary distractions were ignored. System Yue and System Yang watch as Hei 

Yuhua enjoys a normal and daily interaction between them in his second life with the man he had 

always loved. Lord Hei had ordered them to make these two happy after all. 

In the vegetables and fruits area, 

..... 

Hei Yuhua, who is holding a normal-sized cucumber and an extra big size cucumber in his hand, asked 

his future mate, Ye Yuyan, which to buy. Be he is gripping the two cucumbers in each hand with an 

innocent expression making Ye Yuyan rather speechless. 

“A’Yan, which is better? The smaller ones or the big ones?” asked Hei Yuhua with a naive expression on 

his beautiful face. Though half of it was hidden behind a face mask just his phoenix-shaped eyes were 

seductive enough. 

Gulps... 

He hugged his future mate and wore a mischievous smile on his face. There was a glint of lust in his eyes 

just a bit. 



Ye Yuyan asked, “Which one Yu’er thinks is better?” 

Hei Yuhua looked at the two cucumbers of different sizes and said, “This big one looks better... The sign 

says it is delicious.” 

Gulps~ 

“I-Is that so~...” said Ye Yuyan as he felt the heat building up in him. His thoughts are: ‘Baby likes it big. 

Don’t worry wife your husband is bigger than the cucumber in your hand~’ 

System Yue who can hear the thoughts of his current host couldn’t help but cover his face in 

embarrassment and shout in his head. 

[Rogue!] 

Hei Yuhua who is close to his chest noticed Ye Yuyan’s heartbeat beating so fast. 

“Are you okay, A’Yan? Your heartbeat us too fast... Are you hurting somewhere?” asked Hei Yuhua 

worriedly. 

Looking at his future mate’s worried yet lovely expression made Ye Yuyan almost unable to hold back. 

Yun Jie and Lou Wei just arrived in time to overhear their weird yet a bit perverse conversation. Yun Jie 

knew that this bad alpha is teasing his brother and forced them to separate s 

He saw the big man lean down on Hei Yuhua, obviously about to kiss. 

“Ah! That pervert,” said Yun Jie. 

Lou Wei commented, “What’s wrong with the cucumbers?” who gets the joke but acts like he doesn’t 

his smirk says otherwise though. Yun Jie stepped on his foot before walking away. 

Ah! (QwQ) “I’m just joking!” 

Yun Jie’s body moved before he thought of something and forcefully separated the two and dragged his 

brother away from that perverted demon. 

“STOP!! You go away.” said Yun Jie to Ye Yuyan. 

Tsk! Ye Yuyan glares at the brat that prevents him from kissing Hei Yuhua. 

“What are you doing, brat?” said Ye Yuyan. 

Yun Jie said, “Don’t take advantage of my brother!” 

The protagonist gong just shrugs his shoulders and reaches out his hand wanting to hug his future mate 

only for his outreach hand to be swatted by that annoying brat. 

Hmph! 

Yun Jie turned around and smiled at his brother. 

“Brother, what are you talking about?” asked Yun Jie. 

Hei Yuhua honestly replied as if he didn’t notice Ye Yuyan wanting to kiss him just now. 



“I was asking if it’s better to use the big cucumber or the small cucumber for the salad. I said the big one 

is delicious as the sign says and A’Yan agreed to my words,” said Hei Yuhua. 

Hearing this Yun Jie looked at Ye Yuyan as if looking at a lowlife while Lou Wei averted his eyes to laugh 

in the corner. Though Hei Yuhua seems to not understand, the three of them do. Ye Yuyan felt a bit 

awkward and guilty under their gaze and faked a cough and commented, 

“Yu’er just get what you want. We can return here in case you need to buy more,” said Ye Yuyan. 

Hearing these words, Hei Yuhua smiled. This is his dream after all. An ordinary life spent with his loved 

ones and family. Spending time together with simple things like this one. 

“Yes, we can come back together again next time,” said Hei Yuhua. 

Chapter 619: 12.21 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Perceive a difference 

The four bought all things needed for dinner and breakfast. Afterward, they went home to make dinner. 

Well, it was only Ye Yuyan and Lou Wei in the kitchen. Hei Yuhua who can’t cook and Yun Jie who used 

to eat take-outs with his brother was told to stay in the living room to watch TV and wait for dinner to 

be served. Ye Yuyan and Lou Wei were in the kitchen while Yun Jie who was with Hei Yuhua in the living 

room was changing the channels to those Korean dramas the original Yun Jie loves to watch. 

Yun Jie spoke, “Brother, let me watch this episode first okay? I missed it last week.” 

Hei Yuhua didn’t respond and instead stared at him with a scrutinizing gaze. But an experienced world 

hopper who acted the roles or character that was provided to him by the Nether World, Yun Jie no... 

Yun Ming was able to act like he didn’t notice Hei Yuhua’s observing eyes beside him. Instead, it was Hei 

Yuhua who opened the conversation and asked him straightforwardly. 

Hei Yuhua asked, “You and the one inside Lou Wei are amazing. How could you act very similar to how 

A’Jie originally acts as if he is you?” 

Yun Ming who is wearing Yun Jie’s vessel acted well as if he couldn’t understand Hei Yuhua’s question. 

With a bewildered expression on his face, Yun Ming stared at Hei Yuhua as if he was talking about things 

I couldn’t understand. 

“What are you talking about brother? If it is about that stupid officer, we just came to the grocery 

together coincidentally. I was looking for you after getting a vacation from Director Wei. My task right 

now is to stay by your side most of the time and protect you from getting your original identity from 

leaking and guarding you against harm.” said Yun Ming. 

But despite this kind of no loophole explanation, Hei Yuhua continues to remain unmoved. As if he is 

saying with his eyes that ‘Continue acting, no matter what you are already caught by me. I wouldn’t 

believe anything else you said even if you try to convince me.’ Yes, those were the words Yun MIng 

could comprehend as he looked at Hei Yuhua’s eyes. Yun Ming still didn’t destroy his current persona, 

he is still acting the very same way how the original Yun Jie would act in this situation. 

..... 

Hei Yuhua said, “The real A’Jie never calls me brother in public. He only calls me that way when we are 

alone together. This is because everyone knows that I am younger than he is yet he wanted to become 



my younger brother. But you called me brother regardless of whether we are in the public or in front of 

the two who were the busiest in the kitchen. Plus, A’Jie would never look at me in the eyes directly. This 

is one of his habits, and... He had no relationship with Officer Lou so there is no way he would allow 

himself to be hugged by a stranger.” 

“Maybe we knew each other without you knowing?” said Yun Ming. 

Hei Yuhua replied, “Impossible. In these last few years, you have always been by my side working on 

missions within the country and outside the country. We are roommates that live in the headquarters 

and are both orphans. We only had each other as family.” 

Hei Yuhua still has his smile when telling about his relationship with the real Yun Jie to the man who 

wears his face in front of him and instantly faded when he stared directly in front of his eyes. He almost 

couldn’t control his anger when he saw Yun Ming’s unmoved and calm gaze. As if him knowing about 

the fact that he isn’t the real Yun Jie doesn’t matter to him, but the vessel he’s using is his brother and 

best friend, he could make sure that the real Yun Jie is safe and he wouldn’t stop this conversation from 

continuing. 

Seeing that the atmosphere between Hei Yuhua and Yun Ming was becoming tense, System Yang had no 

other choice but to materialize in order to become a middle man for the two. 

System Yue spoke, [Okay. Stop glaring at each other. Yuhua, don’t worry your brother, the real Yun Jie is 

okay.] He said while looking at Hei Yuhua then he hovered in front of Yun Ming who calmly let System 

Yang land on the top of his hands and allowed him to explain things to Hei Yuhua. 

[Sir Yun Ming, you please calm down. There is no need to get angry at a child younger than you by a few 

hundreds of years.] 

Yun Ming responded, “I’m not angry. I just didn’t reply to his provocation, that’s all. Please tell me why 

this one is able to see you and seems to know about us?” 

[This... He asked for his memories of his past life retained before he had turned back the time. It was the 

Master who agreed to this condition.] 

“How about that other one? The protagonist gong also retained his memories, if so why didn’t he notice 

A’Wu’s changes?” asked Yun Ming. 

[Yue’er had no permission to allow him to OOC his role as the protagonist gong so his full memories 

cannot remain. It was temporarily sealed and would remain as such for a while. His memories would be 

unsealed as long as he completes a mission.] nov𝓮𝗅𝐔𝓈𝑩\𝒞\o/𝗆 

Hei Yuhua who was listening to the side could somehow understand the situation that it was something 

connected to him and his future mate, Ye Yuyan. He was interested when he heard about the so-called 

mission. 

“What is this mission you call? Is it dangerous?” asked Hei Yuhua with a frown. 

[It’s not dangerous. It’s more of a daily life mission. Like eating breakfast together with you. Going to the 

grocery or to the park, things like that. Simple right?] 

Hei Yuhua thought for a while and realized that Ye Yuyan seems to have the same system as he does. 



‘Does that mean he also has a god sleeping in him as I do? But why does it seem that he doesn’t have 

memories of their past life as he does?’ Was there a problem with him? Moreover, he was able to return 

to the past because he had died in the last world, did... Did Ye Yuyan also die in our past life?’ Thought 

of Hei Yuhua upon realizing facts he never expected to happen in his life, if he didn’t meet this God who 

calls himself Lord Hei. 

Hei Yuhua asked, “Does one need to die to return to the past?” 

It was Yun Ming in Yun Jie’s body who answered his question, “For mortals, yes. Since one vessel is not 

allowed to return to the past as it caused a redundant existence. But for Gods, they could do so anytime, 

especially for the Deities who could control time.” 

“Gods who can control time? Like the one Lord Hei did before?” asked Hei Yuhua. 

System Yang had to explain some more things which Hei Yuhua wanted to know. 

[Lord Hei couldn’t revert the time at will. His main element is ice and space. Time is incompatible with 

him. So instead, we used a scroll to revert the time in this world. This scroll is like what you mortals call 

props or items in games. But these are made by other gods who specialized in the time element. One of 

those Gods is the one sleeping inside your future mate’s body. He is that same esteemed lord who is the 

husband of Lord Hei who was sleeping inside of himself.] 

Hei Yuhua was stunned to hear that there are two Gods residing not only in himself but also inside his 

beloved. But thinking about how Ye Yuyan heard his pleas to stop that night and change what he 

remembers before, only now did Hei Yuhua understand why things change from how he remembers. 

“D-Does this means he remembered everything right now? But based on how he acts, that doesn’t seem 

to be the case. He doesn’t look like he is feeling guilty or regretful but instead infatuated towards me.” 

commented Hei Yuhua. 

System Yang answered, [Well, that is because what he remembers is partial to the whole memories he 

had brought over. Unlike you who had received Lord Hei’s blessing before you regressed, the God inside 

his body was asleep all this time. The one who transferred him over to this timeline is my alter ego, 

another system like I do. He is called System Yue.] 

Hei Yuhua is quite a smart person, as an agent one needs intelligence beyond norms, this would allow 

them to think of things that would save their lives in case something unexpected happens during the 

mission. So once he learns that Ye Yuyan would only remember his memories partially one at a time, he 

now recognizes the reason for the daily mission that was mentioned just now. 

“That mission, his rewards for it are only his memories?” asked Hei Yuhua. 

Yun Ming spoke, “No. He had an option to unlock one of his memories or get points that can be 

exchanged at things in the System Mall. These things are tools or rare materials that can either be found 

here in your world or in some other worlds.” 

“I see... So parallel worlds do exist,” murmured Hei Yuhua. 



Yun Ming corrected, “Not Parallel World, but another different world from this. Those things in novels 

like the ancient world, SciFi world, and such do exist in the space beyond this world of yours. Like how 

Alpha, Beta, and Omega exist in this world but not in the other worlds.” 

[Anyway please forget about this fact and focus on your problem instead. Ye Yuyan is doing missions to 

get back his memories. I would like to ask you... Do you wish to do missions to get some points that 

could be exchanged for things that don’t exist in your world? It seems a bit unfair if only Ye Yuyan had 

the advantage of the System Mall.] 

Hei Yuhua asked, “May I know the real reason why you are offering missions to me? It is not only 

because it is unfair to my side right? Or is it because some tools that could be exchanged would be 

helpful for saving my life that you guys are willing to let me do it?” 

“Talking to smart people is really comfortable. That’s right. We wanted to keep you safe so we are giving 

you these options. It is the same feeling as to why your brother, Yun Jie allowed me to borrow his body 

just so I can protect you.” said Yun Ming. 

Recalling his closest friend, Hei Yuhua finally remembers what he is about to ask. He wanted to know 

about Yun Jie’s current state. 

Hei Yuhua asked, “Is A’Jie still alive? Is he asleep like they do?” 

“His soul is sleeping in this body. But he would be able to wake up unless I left his vessel or his body 

wouldn’t be able to bear the abundant soul. I might not be as powerful as Lord Hei but my soul is still 

that of a God while this body is just that of a mortal.” said Yun Ming. “By the way, Lou Wei’s body is in 

the same situation but you don’t need to tell that mortal Ye Yuyan. As you had witnessed we could act 

exactly the same as the original does. It’s just that he was a bit too worried about me just now. As even 

if we are indeed Gods our powers are affected by this body. The hierarchy between Alpha, Beta, and 

Omega cannot be suppressed by us as this body would move instinctively during those moments.” 

Sighing in relief, the weight in his heart faded. When he noticed that the one inside his brother’s soul 

was replaced he was afraid that the original Yun Jie had died to be replaced but after learning about 

these existences was acquainted with Lord Hei who was sleeping inside him and he felt coolheaded. 

Hei Yuhua said, “That’s good. As long as A’Jie is okay. But I wanted to learn about Ye Yuyan’s situation. 

Before and after he regressed with me in this world.” 

System Yang replied, [About this, then you will need to wait after dinner or at least after Ye Yuyan is 

asleep. Only then I could ask System Yue to meet you and ask him about what happened to him before 

we regressed. I was with you all the time so I don’t know much about what happened to your lover 

before the time had reversed.] 

“I see... I can wait. Please let me meet him tonight.” said Hei Yuhua. 

System Yang responded, [No problem. I will arrange a meeting for you.] 

Chapter 620: 12.22 Unknown Star – Modern ABO World: Ye Yuyan’s POV 

The perspective of Ye Yuyan. 



A few hours ago after finishing their groceries we were about to go home. Ye Yuyan is used to hearing 

missions in his head and all he knows is that an unknown existence who called himself System Yue 

suddenly appeared in his head as soon as he woke up from the hotel. 

That night Ye Yuyan thought he was hallucinating after suffering from a nightmare. But after questioning 

this existence that calls himself System Yue, he learned that memories he doesn’t expect to have were 

sealed in his head, and only by doing missions that he could unlock or peer through those memories he 

doesn’t remember having. 

But System Yue said that these memories were what had happened in his past life and this life is now 

considered his second life. In the beginning, he doesn’t know what to believe in this nonsense. But 

somewhere in his mind was saying that everything of this is real and for a fact possible to happen in the 

future. Then he recalled that nightmare where his father was greatly disappointed in him, the existence 

of his daughter named Ye Huahua, and the tragic end of his future mate, Hei Yuhua, which seems to be 

caused by himself in some distant future. 

In that nightmare, Ye Yuyan felt delighted at first, disbelief at second, and regret at last. The undeniable 

pain of seeing the person he loves bedridden in the ICU who could only live with numerous machines 

attached to his body trying to extend his life becomes his agony. Especially when he learned that the 

one who shot Hei Yuhua in the heart in that dream is unmistakably him. He couldn’t believe that he 

would do that to the person he had instinctively and wholeheartedly chosen as his mate. 

But in the depths of his heart and soul, for some reason, he knew that all he was seeing was the truth. 

Something he couldn’t erase or renounce no matter what. As it was a fact that had already happened in 

his past life and something he couldn’t erase even if he exchanged his life for it. This is why he accepted 

the missions bestowed to him by System Yue, so little by little the details about the future he wanted to 

know would be recalled by him and change his future for the better. 

That night at the hotel when Hei Yuhua and Ye Yuyan went to sleep. He just woke up from something he 

considered a nightmare and it wasn’t easy for him to go back to sleep but Ye Yuyan still lay down on the 

bed with Hei Yuhua allowing his future mate to fall asleep within his embrace. He closes his eyes waiting 

for himself to fall into slumber. 

..... 

The scenery in his mind changes from the former nightmare a few moments ago. This time he woke up 

in an area with nothing but darkness and he couldn’t even comprehend where he was at this moment. 

Thinking that this is a continuation of his nightmare Ye Yuyan couldn’t help but frown and feel helpless. 

His dreams cannot be controlled by him after all. 

Ye Yuyan mumbled, “Where is this place? There is only darkness in this area yet I can totally see only 

blackness and nothing at all. Not the feeling of losing my sight as a blind is supposed to be but instead 

clear darkness as I could see my own hands as if I am under the light.” 

It was at this moment that System Yue in his little moon avatar form descended before Ye Yuyan whose 

memories are sealed. Except for some partial parts like their meeting, his existence, and two parts of his 

unlocked memories, Ye Yuyan couldn’t remember anything. 



Ye Yuyan stares at the strange little moon that landed in front of him. He reached out an open palm 

where System Yue calmly laid down. 

System Yue says, [You’re asleep again finally. Ye Yuyan as per the conditions you had appealed to our 

side. You are now my temporary host. I am System Yue, you can treat me as a guide in this second life of 

yours.] 

Bewildered Ye Yuyan, “Second Life. Are you telling me that I have died once and you revive me? Stop 

talking nonsense. Is this that high-class technology sold on the darknet? Not bad. But it is illegal for you 

to trespass on my house. Come with me to the police district.” 

When Ye Yuyan tried to touch the little moon and catch him, he didn’t expect that his fingers would pass 

through the little moon. System Yue floated in the air once again and this time bumped himself into Ye 

Yuyan’s forehead. Unexpectedly, he felt the pain of getting hit by a rock in the head. Once he felt pain in 

his head, Ye Yuyan realized that this was not the simple dream he thought it was. 

BAM! 

“Ouch! That fucking hurts! How come you can hit me when I couldn’t even touch you!?” said Ye Yuyan 

while trying to touch System Yue but failed numerous times as his hand passed through his avatar. 

System Yue spoke, [As long as I don’t want you to touch me, you cannot do so. But the pain should have 

woken you up. So just listen obediently. I already expected you would act this way sigh~. Listen. You 

have died in a future timeline but that future had disappeared as you return to the past which is the 

current one. Whether you believe me or not, this is the truth. That dream you considered a nightmare is 

a part of your memories I have returned to you. This is what the future you had told me to give you. 

That is the future of your first life or it can now be called past life as you no longer existed in that time.] 

Upon hearing that the nightmare he had seen before is the future he came back from, Ye Yuyan’s 

expression turned ugly as his face paled in fear and denial. He doesn’t want to believe that he had killed 

Hei Yuhua with his own hands and that he made his daughter cry as well as made his father utterly 

disappointed in him. 

System Yue chooses to turn a blind eye to his expression and continue the explanation about his mission 

and such. 

[Your memories of that future were brought with you but the future you didn’t want you to remember 

everything all at the same time. He wants you to make your own memories with the person you love 

and doesn’t want you to be absorbed with revenge in this life. I and your future self made a promise. I 

will give you missions that would allow you to get your memories as rewards at the same time you can 

gather points which can be exchanged in the System Mall.] 

[My System Mall sells materials, weapons of all kinds, and anything that doesn’t even exist in this world 

of yours. The points you will receive as rewards can be exchanged with it. I will stay by your side until all 

your memories are returned to you. So I wouldn’t be answering your current questions as your 

memories have all the answers you wanted to know.] 

[Don’t worry the missions I would give you are all easy peasy daily tasks that can be completed by you as 

long as you wish to. So do you agree to do the missions?] 



Ye Yuyan answered, “I agree. Is there something else my future self wants you to tell me?” 

System Yue turned quiet for a moment and mumbled, [He really asked this question as what the future 

version of him had expected.] 

[He said: Your top priority is to protect your future mate, Hei Yuhua. The second is to get back your 

memories and lastly, capture or put an end to the Red Poppy Syndicate. That’s all.] 

[I will now give you your first and second mission. nov𝑒𝐿𝓊𝚜𝔅.𝗰\o/𝓂 

First Mission: Bring your future mate, Hei Yuhua home with you. 

Second Mission: Live a normal life with your mate for one year. 

Daily rewards would be given upon mission progression.] 

Ye Yuyan responded, “I will accept the missions.” 

— 

Back to the current timeline. 

The next day after he brought back his wife home to his condo he received three missions. 

[Mission #1: Cook lunch for your future mate, Hei Yuhua. 

Mission #2: Go to the nearest Supermarket and buy some groceries together like a couple. 

Mission #3: Cook dinner for your future mate, Hei Yuhua. 

*** 

Rewards: 

3/3 Missions: Memory Fragment and 600 NP (Nether System Points) 

2/3 Missions: 300 NP (Nether System Points) 

1/3 Missions: 50 NP 

*** 

Mission Failure Penalty: Whole-body Muscle Pain for one night.] 

Seeing the contents of the mission shown on the holographic screen that appeared in front of his eyes, 

Ye Yuyan commented. 

“So there is also a penalty. This looks like a game.” 

System Yue said, [It just looks like one but without completing these missions then you can say goodbye 

to your memories and the possibility of repeating the future might indeed happen.] 

Ye Yuyan replied, “I know. I won’t let it happen no matter what.” 



The scene of Hei Yuhua in the ICU is still very fresh in the mind of Ye Yuyan. Just recalling this part of his 

dream was enough for his heart and soul to ache and suffer such agony. The despair he felt at that 

moment seems to be engraved in his heart. Even without knowing the reason why just remembering 

that scene made him completely unable to forget the pain. 

At this moment, Ye Yuyan is in the kitchen of his condominium cooking dinner with the help of his 

confidant, Lou Wei. As per the request of Hei Yuhua, they would be having pasta and wine for dinner. Ye 

Yuyan was busy making some side dishes and dessert while he left the stirring of the meat sauce to his 

subordinate. 

Warden Lou played his role as Lou Wei as stable as Yun Ming. He acted like a righteous man under the 

banner of gossip. 

Lou Wei spoke, “Captain, Sir Hei is indeed amazing. He wasn’t affected by your aura when you released 

your dominance as an alpha. He is worthy as your chosen mate.” 

“Of course! My Yu’er is the best,” replied Ye Yuyan. 

Lou Wei suddenly asked, “Captain, are you resigning as a prosecutor? You asked me to pass a letter of 

resignation but the higher-ups don’t accept it. They say you can rest for a year. As for your proposal 

about that, they say that by making contact with Aster, captain they will leave the task of making 

contact with them to you.” 

“I got it. Keep in mind to remove all my tracks in this one year. You should work with that agent from 

before. You two had gotten closer unnoticeably.” said Ye Yuyan. 

Lou Wei felt helpless when he heard his boss’s words. 

“That captain... I just bumped into him multiple times while removing your traces. He seems to be 

removing the traces left behind by your future mate.” said Lou Wei. 

Former prosecutor Ye Yuyan asked, “Do you know where he came from?” 

“I’ve checked. They are both from Aster,” answered Lou Wei. 

Ye Yuyan acted and was stunned to hear that Hei Yuhua and Yun Jie are from the Intelligence Division, 

Aster. If not because he saw himself walking in the Aster’s Building to meet his father and daughter, he 

would know that the leader of that division is Director Wei. His future mate’s boss. 

“Prepare to make future contact. If you can’t directly approach him, ask the old man for help,” said Ye 

Yuyan. 

When Lou Wei heard his captain mention the words old man, he knew that he was talking about that 

person. The biological father of his captain and the ringleader of the country second only to the Head of 

state. The Prime Minister. 

Lou Wei asked, “Captain, are you serious?” 

“We will return to our jobs after a year. Though we are literally on vacation, we need to make necessary 

preparations. While you are at it, ask him about all the information at hand about the Red Poppy 



Syndicate. Watch and record all their movements for this whole year. You can ask that Beta (Yun Jie) of 

yours for help.” said Ye Yuyan as he finished making dinner and asked him to serve it in the dining area. 

“Serve it at the table. I will call on them to eat together.” 

“Yes, Captain!” said Lou Wei. 

Ye Yuyan just left the kitchen and heard an announcement in his head. 

Ping! 

[Congratulations to the host for completing his daily missions. 3 of 3 missions are accomplished. 

Please receive your rewards: Memory Fragment and 600 NP (Nether System Points). 

The host would receive his memories in the form of dreams. 

The next daily missions would be given tomorrow morning. Enjoy your night.] 

System Yue’s voice resounds in his head. Ye Yuyan only paused for a moment before walking out of the 

kitchen completely to call Hei Yuhua and his brother, Yun Jie to eat. The four happily gathered at the 

table and ate the small feast made by Ye Yuyan and Lou Wei. 

 


